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From the Editor
Autumn is here and the beautiful colours in the parks make a perfect backdrop for a run through the leaves –
nature’s way of making you pick up your feet to avoid tripping on hidden obstacles! I celebrated the equinox
with the most unlikely race win of the decade; this made me far too happy, which doesn’t suit me. Nature
quickly redressed the balance by making my other knee go bang just before my birthday, allowing me to get
back to my usual morosity levels and finally make some kind of an effort in the swimming pool.
Anyhow, before we dive headlong into the darker end of the year you can feast your eyes on your fellow
Striders’ adventures through the summer, taking in all manner of exotic locations from Jersey to Delamere
Forest and events from the Handicap Relays to 100 milers. New and newish Striders revisit an old favourite in
the PLS calendar, the famous Race the Train challenge in Tywyn and a select band of warriors take on the
Tour of Merseyside whilst Claire Stanistreet takes on four marathons in four days.
There is a never ending fascination for me in the breadth of preferences in the Penny Lane world: for example
I couldn’t think of a worse punishment than the TOM, a collection of all the races I like the least and you have
to do them one after the other without the months apart necessary for the brain to recover from the horror.
Definitely a test of character that one and the least said about travelling for half a day behind a caravan to go
racing a train up and down a field the better – although I’d have happily paid good money for the sight of
Tommy Burke disappearing off the path and making his way back up through ferns up to his neck like some
kind of malevolent imp, very likely the reason why I’ll never make it into heaven now that I think about it.
So three cheers for Penny Lane, home to the regular and the downright weird, not forgetting all shades in
between. A bit like autumn leaves.
Suggestions as always to thestridingreport@gmail.com

News
Penny Lane once again celebrates success at
the North West Road Relays with a bronze
county medal for the men’s team.
The club continued in this vein at the
Merseyside Grand Prix with a win for the
women’s team, 2nd place for the men’s team
and individual honours for men’s champion
Martin Swensson, 1st F35 Katie Johnson and
1st F45 Annmarie Williams.
On 2nd November PLS held the annual
Andrew Stansfield 5k handicap race, open to
all current club members. The winners were
Chris Carson for the women and John Kelly
for the men.
Our next social event is the Christmas Party
on Friday 2nd December at Aigburth People's
Hall, 7pm until late. Tickets cost £7.50 per
head, and friends and family are welcome to
attend. The ticket price includes a buffet and
disco. Tickets can be bought online via the
usual WebCollect system on the members'

area of our website:
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Another eagerly awaited event is the Christmas
Devil’s Gallop. Nigel Grant told us: “The
Christmas Devil's Gallop has traditionally been
an informal event, organised not by the
committee but by groups of runners who run
together. In the past most groups have gone
out on the same December Sunday and
someone has organised breakfast for everyone
at a local eating place afterwards.
The size of the club these days means that the
committee is asking members who are running
the Gallop to make their own post-run eating
arrangements as for the last couple of years the
number of interested runners has become so
great that it has become increasingly difficult
to find a suitable venue.
Date for the gallop is Sunday 11 December.

Editor:
Cristina
Puccini
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Membership News
by Christopher Lee

Once bitten always a Strider!

Choosing the Right Group for You – an Important Message
As I write this we now have 358 members signed up through Webcollect – that
is an incredible number that just reflects how popular and well-known the club
has become in the running community. Part of that appeal is the inclusiveness
of the club and its willingness to cater as widely as possible for a large spectrum
of running ability. The Group structures and willingness of volunteers to lead
groups means that we can have our five groups to cover that spectrum of
ability. We owe a large amount of debt to those volunteers for taking the time
to lead, sometimes leading a different group to that which they would normally
run in. The group leaders are crucial to the success of the training plans and the
progress that our members show.
However, the groups and leaders are also dependent upon another extremely
important factor – the support and engagement of all of our members. We
structure our groups around ability and pace levels so that each caters for a
different ability level of runner. This ensures that the members of each group
are all relatively close to each other in their times and that the group can remain
relatively close to each other during the sessions. For this to work we need the
engagement of our members by them running in the appropriate group for
their ability level. This should ensure that members are appropriately
challenged with their training and receive the right level of session to help with
their running development. Appropriate time ranges for a 10k relative to each
group are on the website pages and serve as a helpful guide for members in
choosing the group that is right for them.
This system has been in place for many years and has proven to be a successful
formula with countless members making progress through the groups.
However, where we start to have difficulties is when members start to run in
groups that don’t match with where they are currently at with their running.
This doesn’t really matter when a member decides to drop down a group
because they are, for example, recovering from injury, tapering before a race
or just want a lighter social run than a training effort – AND they run to the
appropriate pace of that group, fitting in with all the other runners. Where we
do encounter problems, however, is where members decide to run in a group
that they are clearly faster than, and they then spend that session out at the
front of the group dragging the rest of the group along, resulting in the group
becoming very spaced out, and leaving the runners who are working their way
up from the lower end of the group feeling demoralised and not wanting to run
with that group again. This is not at all fair on those runners who are working
hard at the back of the group, but who do belong in that group based on their
times, and would be fine on that group if all the people in it ran to the
appropriate pace.
We have put a number of messages on Facebook about this recently but it does
not appear to have had an effect. We still receive reports of members who are
clearly too fast for a group running with that group and leaving the rest of the
group trailing in their wake. My plea through this message is to ask those
people to consider other members in the club and either move up to the group
that does reflect their pace or respect the group and the leader that they are
running with and run at the appropriate pace for that group. Yes, you may be
at the back of the group you move up to for a period while you adapt to the new
pace, but it will be worthwhile. We have all been there when moving up and all
know it is not easy, but it needs to be done. I started at the back of group 3
when I joined and had to go through that transition twice, and Ste Watkin who
now frequently heads the Group One sessions has moved from Group 4 to that
position – all through hard work and dedication during those transition times.
We are now reaching a point where subtle hints and suggestions about trying
the next group up are not having an effect and leaders or committee members
may need to become more direct in addressing the issue with members. To reiterate, we have no issue with members choosing to run in groups that are at a
lower pace than their ability – but only as long as they respect that group and

run to fit in with the rest of the group. If members cannot take responsibility
for themselves in making these choices then we will have to become more
encouraging in suggesting that you need to move groups. We are a large, wideranging club and we all have to consider other members, not just ourselves. To
prevent other members from having the confidence to try to push themselves
to the next group up because there are people in that group running too quickly
and distorting the group pace, is an unfair and selfish act by those members
who should have either moved to a higher group or adjusted their pace
accordingly.
Please can we all take some time to reflect on this and make sure that we are
making the right choice in our groups. I don’t want this to come across too
negatively as 99% of the time everything is positive, however we all need to be
more aware of our how our actions can impact on others. Thank you for your
patience and time taken to read this. Your support and co-operation is, as
always, highly appreciated.

pennylanestriders@btinternet.com
Follow the club
@TeamPLS1985

on

Facebook

and

Twitter:
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Strider of the Month: Louise Warn
By

Rachel Rick

Event
5K
parkrun
5M
10K

PB
21:04
22:08
35:01
44:13

Event
10M
HM
Mar

PB
77:20
98:16
3:41:56

Would you buy a 2nd hand car from this man? Well you don’t have to. He only sells them brand new!
Why did you choose Penny Lane Striders?
A friend of mine entered me into the Women’s 10km
in 2010. I could barely run for the bus, never mind
run a 10k. I thought about joining a club to help with
the training. Dad had been a member of Penny
Lane Striders for a few years at the time and had
always spoken highly of it so I
decided to see what all the
fuss was about, and so the
obsession began!

Tour of Merseyside

When did you join?
February 2010 and I’ve never
looked back! I remember the
first session I did at
Calderstones Park with group
3. There were only 3 groups
at the time. Robby Richey
was the first person I spoke to
and the rest is history!

What is your favourite distance?
I absolutely love a good half and full marathon. I like
the rewarding feeling you get when you’ve spent
time building up to a big race. That said, I do enjoy
the local races whatever the distances. Well, most
of the time…
What is your least favourite distance?
5km. Enough said!
You’re in the middle of a race and you feel like
giving up - what keeps you going?
I start by having a
little word with
myself. It usually
goes along the lines
of...’Sort your life out,
Lou.’ More often than
not, there are family
members and friends
on the side
lines/taking part,
saying the right
things to help keep
PLS athletes promoting a healthy diet
you focused. And
then, of course,
there’s the thought that there’s a bottle of
celebratory wine chilling in the fridge…

What is your favourite
session?
I’m generally happy with any
route providing it’s not the
prom! I’m at my happiest if
it’s raining and there are
puddles. I like running
through the parks and I have
been known to love a good
hill too…
Tell us what you’ve
Tour take 2
differently done this year,
to get all those PBs!
I did the complete cross country series and then
went straight into marathon training. I felt stronger
after the cross country season and this, combined
with marathon training, helped me to improve. I'd
like to say I'm eating cleaner, but I'm definitely not.
My staple diet is a chocolate bar in each hand!
If you could do one more run in the year what
would it be?
Some kind of muddy, rainy, icy,
character building cross
country run! You just can’t beat
them…
What is your best
running memory?
There’s a lot to choose from. I
loved every second of
Manchester marathon and the
training too. My last run before
that marathon was from
Dumbo (Brooklyn), across the
Manhattan Bridge and back
Cross Country action!
over the Brooklyn Bridge. That
was pretty fun! ThunderRun was also pretty
memorable but some of my ultimate favourite
running memories have been when out running with
my top running partner, my Dad!
Tell us something we don’t know about you
Ermmmm, I don’t know! The bones at the very top of
my vertebrae never formed properly. My friends
worry that my head is going to fall off, but so far, so
good!
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Local Tourists
Striders take on the Tour of Merseyside.
Race one : The Southport half -what can I
say…1st leg of the tour! By Jo Bruchez-Corbett
The last 2 years this was probably my worst Half
and my least favourite, not to mention one of my
slowest! This year however they changed the
course! And what a difference, I loved it there
where a few of us running together supporting
each other, which made it even more enjoyable.
The routes through the parks where lovely and I
found it so much more interesting than previous
years where it was basically straight up and
down, which I found quite monotonous and
boring.
The atmosphere was great and I did like the fact
there were plenty of opportunities to cheer on
the front runners and to be able to encourage and
cheer those behind you.
The PLS turnout was amazing, there were loads
doing the tour this year! So it was almost like
doing club runs everyday! I also managed to
knock 10 mins off my Southport Half time! (not a
pb but there’s potential for one)
Needless to say I’m in again for 2017

Sunday July 3rd
The Grand Depart, Southport
Here we are again, another Tour of
Merseyside...only the fourth actually but it
feels like it’s already a local running
institution. Victoria Park is heaving; the halfmarathon organisers have shoe-horned in a
10k this time and there are sixty more willing
masochists signed up for the tour. It is
pleasant but it is breezy; suffering will be
taken to another dimension due to wind, a not
uncommon Sunday morning condition. Some
people have blue numbers, some people have
yellow numbers and some people have red
numbers while those of us signed up for the
tour have our foolhardiness advertised on our
backs with a sign saying ‘tourist’, tho’ it might
as well say ‘lunatic’

A wind-assisted
familiar
opening five miles
to many,
lulls us all into a
it is
false sense of
challenging
security before we turn south and hurricane
enough at the best of times but to be asked to
West Lancs tells us he’s been waiting in for us
tackle it on the back of a half-marathon
and that he’d love to get close up and
seemed unnecessarily cruel and sadistic (but
intimate; thereafter although there are
that’s Alan Rothwell and BTR for you).
merciful stretches where the wind again
Jay Clarke is running well, so far up my
massages your back, it is largely a war of
backside at one
attrition with the
Race two: Thurstaston six mile multiterrain by Rob
point that I think
forces of nature and
Bruchez-Corbett
about having
digging deep simply
him surgically
isn’t enough; nothing
I was looking forward to this race, all I have been told
removed.
less than a full-blown
by every tourist who has done it before was don't go
Ultimately, the
excavation will do.
to hard, save your legs for the hill. In truth the whole
rolling hills give
It is like a battlefield
race was tough and challenging. Keeping your balance
way to that
at the end, with
on the pebbled beach took some effort, I see myself as
being injury prone as the best of times so this took a
demoralising
bodies strewn across
great deal of concentration to navigate safely. The
stretch of old
the grass in varying
anticipation for the up and coming climb from the
railway line : Dr
degrees of agony and
runners around me kept me amused with a certain
Beeching has a
undress, and finishers
amount of naivety. I felt that the climb was my
lot to answer for
seeking refuge at the
favourite part, it was relentless, you had to fight tooth
– if the trains still
carbohydrate-laden
and nail every step to get to the top, which I did
ran on all these
tables of the BTR
without stopping or walking. By the time I was at the
lines we
compound.
top I was buzzing and ready for the descent. I didn't
wouldn’t have to
Tomorrow is another
feel much camaraderie from the event up until I came
put up with
day.....
across people struggling at the end of race. I offered
them as postMonday July 4th
help and encouragement to everyone I came across,
industrial
Thurstaston Multiand other runners were the same to me. It was a very
‘leisure’
terrain
good course and it was lovely running with such nice
destinations.
And so the disciples
people around me.
As ever, there is
did gather for a
I would also recommend not to run with a gopro
a seemingly
second journey unto
strapped to your head without trying it out
gratuitous twist
the sands of West
beforehand. Lots of videos of endless sky with tops of
in the tail at the
Wirral and then
heads bobbing in and out. Steven Spielberg eat your
end and this
heavenwards to the
heart out.
gives rise to the
wooded glades that
temptation to
demanded the
advise the organisers to go forth and consider
suppression of blasphemous thoughts as the
procreation. When we realise that what is the
amount of climbing suggested that we
end is only in fact the beginning of the end
wouldn’t be for turning until the pearly gates
(no, not even that close actually, maybe the
themselves had been reached. A course

Race 3: Sustrans 10 mile by Barry Bright
The Sustrans trail, The Loopline. The Ralla, whatever you call it day 3 of the tour is a toughie. With 19 miles in your legs from the previous 2 days to have a 10 mile
race ahead of you is not the most appealing of prospects, to have to run it up and down an old railway line route never going more than 2.5 miles from the start is
downright cruel. Yet it is my favourite race of the whole tour. Why? A few reasons, 10 miles is one of my favourite distances for a race, the Loopline is relatively
flat and the main reason is I think this particular race is the one where you get the most support and encouragement from your fellow tourists.
The start is on the bridge by Walton Hall park and you set off in the direction of Aintree for 2.5 miles before looping around a traffic cone and heading back along
the same 2.5 miles back to the start, sounds thrilling but by the time I get to around the 2 mile mark you can see the lead runners on their way back and it's great
to start shouting well done and words of encouragement to them. Usually you start seeing a fellow PLS team mate around the 5th or 6th position (usually Nigel
Grant) but this year it was our very own Steve Watkins in 3rd. Once you turn around the cone and are on the way back to the start you can see all the other
tourists who are behind you and everyone is saying well done to you which really gives you a boost and you return the encouragement to them.
5 miles in and you are back at the start where a lot of spectators are waiting and shouting and cheering on their friends, family and team mates then it's off in the
opposite direction for another 2.5 miles out and back. The second half of the race is great because once you seen the front runners on the way back you can see if
the position of the top 3 has changed (which it normally has) and once you have rounded the traffic cone at mile 7.5 you know you are on the home stretch to the
finish. Once again in this part I find the encouragement from your fellow tourists and team mates really gives you the strength to dig in and push towards the
finish line.
Once you have finished you generally wait on the bridge cheering in the other runners and congratulating each other then it's back to the baggage area for ice
cream, sweets and drinks, knowing that you are now over halfway through the distance of the tour and that you have a day off running the next day.
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end of a new beginning), many
begin to hallucinate that the big
blue inflatable adorned with the
word ‘Finish’ on the top is in fact
an imaginary concept.
And so to tomorrow and yet
another dose of the
treatment.......
Race 4: Otterspool 5 Miler by Jo Sutherland
Following a well-earned rest day the Tour recommenced
with a 5 mile race along Otterspool Promenade. This was a
change to the venue from previous years, having been
moved from Hale Village. The 5 mile event has evolved to
become “Fancy Dress Thursday”. The weather was perfect
for a run along the prom, and as Mal (giant hotdog) and I
(mime artist) arrived at the start area there was a surreal and
eclectic mixture of characters never seen before at the
police club. The air was filled with laughter as people tried
to identify who was beneath their costumes, and the
atmosphere in general was amazing.
From the police club the route took us down onto the prom.
I was enjoying the run and felt strong - even when I was
overtaken by Mr Potato Head. There are loads of us who
have run along the prom many times, it is what it is. I
suspect that route is loved and loathed in equal numbers I’m a fan, and I thought I was heading for a PB. However
when I got to the Sitting Bull I realised that rather than
turning left we were passing it, heading further up the prom,
and then looping back. This seemed to take many runners
by surprise, and there were many groans and a few choice
words on this part of the course… Having conceded that a
PB was now out of the question, I jogged up the hill towards
the police club and into the finish area.
Although the route of this stage is not everyone’s favourite,
it has the benefit of being traffic free, aside from the odd
fisherman or cyclist. There was plenty of support along the
way, and some particularly enthusiastic Penny Lane
cheerleaders near the finish. There were also lots of
bemused dog walkers encouraging runners, though it
looked like some of them couldn’t quite fathom what was
going on! The venue allowed for people to have more social
time at the finish than some of the other stages, with many
taking the opportunity to have a well-earned beer or 2. For
me this particular stage wasn’t about serious running; it was
an opportunity to have some fun before heading to Stadt
Moers Park the next evening for 6 miles of cross country,
and it was probably my favourite stage of the Tour.

Tuesday July 5th
10-Miler, Old Railway, Walton etc
Another venue, another gig – this show is the
gift that just keeps giving (pain). For the
second night, we find ourselves grateful that
the trains don’t run no more as the loop line
(where is the ****** loop by the way? It
seems terribly straight to me) serves as the
venue for leg three of this hazardous odyssey
of the unhinged.
Two and a half out, five more with our old
friend the wind behind us and then another
two and a half miles home – what could be
simpler? I
struggle here and,
unbeknown to me
at the time, it
turns out that my
ticket to ride has
expired and that
an excruciating
pain in the a**e

(no, not any of you lot) will
land me with a great big
DNF in the final reckoning.
Up near the front Steve
Watkin, meanwhile, is
doing a great Martin
Swensson impersonation
and looking set for a top
five finish while Jay Clarke,
oblivious to the carnage that lies
ahead for him too, disappears out of
sight and
ahead of me
in the overall
placings. A
word too for
Rob Garth
who I thought
I had broken
in the middle
part of the
race but who
ultimately
chases me down and streaks (not
literally) past me in the last mile. Marc
Goudie also going like a man
possessed at the moment.
There’s no massage on offer
tonight so I get straight off
afterwards; never have I looked
forward to an iced bath so much. I
tell myself it’s a rest day tomorrow;
I’ll be fine; what I’m undergoing
might seem like an out of body
experience but it’s no more than I
should expect to feel like after 29
miles racing in three days.
Onward and upward (ok, maybe
more sideways)..........

Thursday July 7th
5 Miler, Otterspool Prom
My race is run as, like Jerome, I
succumb to injury and am forced to
settle for a spectating role for the
rest of the event. Arriving at the
Police Club as the runners
congregate I note that fancy dress
seems to be the order of the day.
Not sure this is going to create a PB
fest but no-one – least of all Barry in his
tasteless leopard print pyjamas offset
beautifully by his Primark carrier bag –
seem overly concerned.
The race is a straight and out and back
taking in the bulk of our own 10k course.
Onlookers look baffled as a steady stream
of brightly coloured deluded souls
descends down onto the Prom past the red
bull before stringing out along the theatre
of nightmares that is our beloved Prom.
Idle chit chat with fellow sufferers is finally
broken as the leaders emerge into view
with our very own Ste Watkin up there in
the mix and the ever-improving Rob Garth
looking very relaxed.
Being injured sucks (but I’ll be back
tomorrow)........

Friday July
8th
Stadt Moers
Multi-Terrain
As in previous
years the sun
is again
cracking the flags as everyone meets up for
the penultimate effort, a challenging off-road
zig-zagger on a course which looks far more
benign than when we ever do cross country
here.
As ever when the gun goes, there are left
behind the usual gaggle of brothers and
sisters from the local running scene and such
is the gossip and tittle-tattle that the
appearance of the leaders after their first lap
barely causes a stir. My daughter and I find
that the water station needs reinforcements
and help out though the exercise does rather
degenerate into an all-in water fight with the
interests of hydration-desperate competitors
seemingly little more than a side issue.
Curiously there is no massage service at the
end of this one. I have taken advantage of this
in the past two years in the knowledge that
the next race is a
matter of little more
than 13 hours after this
one finishes. I can
almost hear the noise
of a load of cold baths
being run across
Merseyside as aching
limbs are submerged
for one last effort

Race 5: Tour of Merseyside Stadt Moers 6 miler XC by
Marc Goudie
Dry warm penultimate day of the tour. I thought I might
have been feeling tired on this one after the prom 5 miler
the night before dressed as a heat exhausted
superman..! But felt surprisingly refreshed and rearing to
go. Relief to be back in my black and white PLS vest
though. As this race was a bit closer to home got to get
changed in the house after work rather than drive from
work to race get changed in the car then run! Different
starting car park this year was good to bump into Mike
Deveraux down to support and fellow PLS tourists Nigel
foo, Neil Hannet and a few others. Good banter walking
up. Loved the course the previous years and this year’s
race didn't disappoint. The last two years I ran in normal
running shoes this year opted for trails and felt the
benefits on the 6 mile hilly race. Reminds me of the old
wooden rollercoaster in Southport but on grass..! Up,
down and windy. Some good inclines and declines. Plan
was to beat last year’s time and try and stay close to Rob
Garth, Lee Clark and Chris Lee as they helped me
without even knowing it throughout the week. Managed
to keep the chaps in my sights and kept it steady all the
way round, great support from Penny Lane Striders who
came down to support doesn't half help especially when
we were all coming round to start the 2nd lap. Overall a
really good race, well organised, with the usual
refreshments post race and a chance for a free massage.
Oh and managed to beat last year’s time in 40:07.! I'm
planning on getting back out to Stadt Moers for some XC
training, ideal course. Give us a shout if anyone fancies
it.!
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Saturday 9th July
Wirral Seaside Run, 12 miles
Up early today and as I open the curtains wide
I see that British summertime really has
arrived – it is chucking it down! By the start of
the race the rain has largely relented , creating
favourable conditions.
Taking up our position
at the 1-mile / 11-mile
mark a first aider
cheerfully regales us
with the news that a
“fella nearly died here
two years ago” before
moving off to spread
more good
news amongst the good folks of
the Wirral.
Steve Watkin is leading after a mile
and while he doesn’t ultimately
win, he is entitled to be up there
after a great tour. Jay Clarke, on
the other hand, is already
struggling and it is to his great credit that he
does not throw in the towel, even stopping
with 50 metres to go to pick up his wee lad
Milo before carrying him over the line.
I can’t remember too much more about the
day as I am writing this more
than a month later (sorry
Cristina!) but the memory of the
satisfied faces of the knackered
hordes as they finally cross the
line after one week and 52 miles
of hard running is still fresh – is it
any wonder the 2017 event was
sold out four hours after
applications opened?!

6

Race 6: The final race of the Tour of Merseyside is the 12 miler at New
Brighton by Nigel Foo
It’s been a long week of racing and I loved every day had an absolute blast
and a great week of pushing myself to the limit. Met new friends & got
closer to friends I already made.
As you can guess with a week of running and seeing each the same people
near on every day you get a feeling of belonging to something special and
it’s not all about the times, but about taking part, the banter and being able
to complete a week of races every day. (As was advised I did run on the
Wednesday day off to keep the legs from going into repair mode and
stiffening up).
I remember reading about "The Tour" the first year it was ran and thinking
how “insane” some people are! (I was only in my second year of running and

Anyway onto the final race and the weather today and for the only race of
the tour was Heavy Rain and yep it didn't disappoint the heavens opened
pre race and for at least the first 5 miles before easing off.
The race starts at the end of Kings Parade on New Brighton Prom and is a
straight 5 mile run before you hit the beach for 1 mile then turn and head
back the way you came.
This can be one of those races that seems to have no end with just a very
long straight all the way and can be hard after a week of races and with very
little support on route (besides Tim Warn and Neil Hannet’s partner Ali on
their bikes cheering us on.) Oh by the way Neil got faster and faster with
every single race!
A few of PLS had been having a bit of a battle all week (Paul Brady and Lou
Warn two of the best team/friends you could ever wish to meet & bit of
friendly rivalry is good for the soul so I’m told).
Paul was around 2:30 minutes ahead of me going into the final race and Lou
was around the same time behind me and I thought if I could stay ahead of
Paul and push the pace I may be able to get the minutes back. That’s if I
could lose him and stay ahead of Lou.
As the race mapped out Paul was only a few feet behind at the half way
point and Lou was not too far behind Paul.
I kept pushing on and had a 500 meter gap to the next person in front so we
had no one to tailgate for the middle 3 miles, but kept on pushing and
eventually started to catch a few people, but Paul was like a limpet and
there was no way I was going to shake him off.
The final 1/2 mile we ran together and finished the final race with the same
time of 1:30:53
It had to be the greatest race of the week for me with an average pace of
7:34 after racing 40 miles in the previous 6 days.
I would never of thought I could have done this a year ago, but just training
regularly and being in the best Club with team mates that can make you
smile or grimace (when trying to push to the finish in a race) put me in the
right frame of mind and fitness to complete it.

Dublin R’n’R Half and 5k
By James

And yes I have signed up for next year along with it seems 50+ Striders

Roberts

“Do you #RunForTheBling?” inquired the official website. The Rock ‘n’
Roll worldwide series of running events have clearly found a niche
among medal-collectors, with multiple medals on offer, not only for
completing races but for various other combinations of runningrelated tasks. Having run the Liverpool Rock ‘n’ Roll Marathon back in
May, I was eligible for a number of additional medals if I completed
another event outside of the UK. With return flights on a well-known
budget airline for only £40, and a chance to explore Dublin, how could
I refuse?

By running 4 races in total, I qualified
for 8(!) medals in total (all pictured,
minus the ‘Double Beat’ medal for
running 2 full or half R’n’R marathons
in one calendar year, which is sent in
the post a couple of months later).
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A few of us had arranged on Facebook to meet up for a team pic before
the main race: I did insist on retaking the pic once I saw the first one!

Having arrived in Dublin on the Friday, I proceeded to stuff my face full
of burgers and then headed to the ‘Run Expo’ in the lovely Trinity
College. Describing it as an ‘Expo’ was probably generous, with the
usual packet pickup section for your running numbers, an information
desk and a grand total of one single stall selling expensive running
gear. Not a freebie in sight, for this already expensive set of races.
While I’m moaning about the price, I changed my pounds to Euros just
after the EU referendum vote, so was doubly shafted. :’-(
I’ve been struggling to improve much over the past few months, but
everything came together perfectly on the Saturday morning for the
5k, with me deciding to try out some electrolyte tablets I got free in
the goody bag of a previous race. I can’t say if they made a difference
or not, but they were a lovely grapefruit flavour! The sun was shining,
the start line announcer was chatty and the setting was the vast
Phoenix Park. At 1,750 acres, it is over 6 times bigger than Sefton Park
and houses the official residences of both the US Ambassador and the
President of Ireland.
Rumour has it that prior to the 5k race at 11am, some highly motivated
members of PLS who shall remain nameless (Debi Mc) also completed
a local Parkrun. I decided to snooze instead.

As for the main event itself, as someone who had completed the
Liverpool R’n’R Marathon, I was entitled to wear a ‘Liverpool to Dublin’
bib on my back. Tour of Merseyside runners who did the Southport
Half Marathon will be used to the idea, but for me it was a novelty: I
saw quite a few dotted around among runners on the day.
I ran the Liverpool Half Marathon in 1:43:47, the Chester Half in 1:47:33
and the Southport Half in 1:46:50, so I decided to aim for the 1:45
mark. The run started near the docks, and then followed both banks
of the River Liffey, passing various famous landmarks (although I have
to say, I didn’t really notice them…) until ending up in Phoenix Park.
Now, having run the entirety of the previous day’s 5k in Phoenix Park,
I thought I knew where the worst of the hills were, but I was totally
unprepared for the last 5km of the course. I had been going well and
was on for the 1:45 when a section appeared at about 16km that was
essentially Parliament Street but 3 times as long. What had been a
fairly flat race up to that point became undulating afterwards and I
finished in a time of 1:48:35.

Having finished the race, Irish pop-rock band The Strypes were giving
a free concert, which I listened to for a bit. I’d been avoiding drinking
up until that point, so as not to impede my performance, obviously,
but having finished, I decided it was time to visit the Guinness
factory… I did make the plane home. Just.

So far as the running went, after a 21:59 last October, I have been
running in the low 23 minutes in 5k races lately, so I was pleased with
my time of 22:34. I was even more pleased to finish 135th of 1,856,
earning a ‘front of the pack’ award for being in the first 10% of
finishers. This is another Rock ‘n’ Roll innovation: the ‘gamification’ of
running, where all kinds of awards and plaudits are given for hitting
various targets during a run. For example, my running performance in
the 5k resulted in me being a ‘lead singer’, while my half-marathon
performance ensured I was a ‘guitarist’. If that all sounds fairly
pointless to you, well, yeah, I don’t really understand what those
accolades are supposed to mean or what to do with them. In terms of
tangible benefits, I did get some pretty decent sunburn on my
shoulders, so I can’t complain too much.

Dublin Rock ’n’ Roll Half Marathon:
James Roberts - 1:48:35 - 1297/6251
Marie Motley - 1:54:16 - 1817/6251
Rachel Hall - 2:08:10 - 3376/6251
Debi McMillan - 2:54:47 - 5887/6251
Dublin Rock ’n’ Roll 5k:
James Roberts - 22:34 - 135/1856
Debi McMillan - 39:34 - 1556/1856
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Andy Bates & Becky Heyes
New Striders review an old favourite
By

Andy: “Our journey towards race the train started at a friend’s 30 th
birthday. He is a keen runner and triathlete so while looking for a
present that would suitably challenge him we came across the Tywyn
Race the train. The Rotary Club Challenge course is a 14 mile off road
trail race where you are racing to beat a steam train. Somehow in
the heat of the moment when booking a few of us decided it would
be a good idea to join in too. I signed up for the Rotary Challenge
and, Carys and Becky both signed up for the Dolgoch challenge. We
even convinced my wife who isn’t normally a keen runner to have a
go too.”
Becky: “This time last year I wasn’t a runner. I would have a go and
run about 3km before giving up. I just didn’t enjoy running but I had
always wanted to get the ‘running bug’ I’d heard other
people talk about. There were four race options; the full
rotary challenge (far too far for me), the 10km challenge
(a challenge but maybe doable), a 5 ½ mile option (more
doable), or a 3.5m race (this didn’t seem so much of a
challenge). After reading a description of the races Carys
and I decided to go for the 5 ½ mile option. This was
October and the following August seemed a lifetime
away! Knowing we had to get from being able to run 3km
round the block to 5 ½ miles off-road I decided we needed to join a
running club, after starting out at Garston Get Going we progressed
on to PLS and have finally caught the running bug!“
Andy: “The race itself has been held every year since the event was
launched in 1984. The race is organised by the Tywyn Rotary Club in
support of the Odyssey Challenging Cancer charity which they ask
you consider fundraising for but there
is no requirement. There are four
race courses as Becky mentioned
above (well 5 if you count the
Todderlers Trot) or you can support
from the train if you book a ticket in
advance. Much of the course is on
private land which means the only
time you can run the courses is on
race day. The BBC did a short video documentary of the race a
number of years ago which you can see on the event web site.”
http://racethetrain.com/event-description/
Becky: “Race the Train is held in Tywyn where Carys’ family live so
we were lucky enough to have somewhere to stay and get fuelled up
for the race. Her parents greeted us with a fantastic tea with loads of
homemade goodies, and a few beers, perfect fuel for the race ahead.
The night before the race the winds were howling and we just kept
thinking “at least we’re not camping”. On the morning of the race the
weather was no better - 50mph gusting winds and a lot of rain with
weather warnings issued in the local paper and on TV.
All races apart from the Rotary Challenge took place in the morning
so I reluctantly got in to my shorts, vest and trail shoes and headed
off with the other girls to catch the train to the start line.

On the train we used one of our strava watches to see how fast we
were going and quickly decided we weren’t going to beat the train!
We were dropped off next to the Dolgoch waterfalls; beautiful but so
wet and windy. Most other people were waiting in coats or at least
bin bags but there we were in vest and shorts. We found a wall to
shelter behind and waited. The train then dropped off the runners for
the 10km race, their race started first and
as the train passed us our race began! We
ran through fields, up and down hills and
down country lanes. At some points the
wind was so strong I decided I was just as
quick walking as I was running so I did
have a few little walks. There was lots of
support along the way which was
fantastic
considering the weather. We had told
everyone we expected to finish in around an
hour and 10 minutes (towards the end of last
year’s results) so when we crossed the finish
line at 53 minutes our support crew were
nowhere to be seen! Luckily they weren’t too
much later with our warmer clothes and more
importantly - cash for the bar!”
Andy: “Seeing how happy the girls were to have completed the race
(and seeing them start on the prosecco) I was itching to get started.
The start of the Rotary Challenge was next to the train station in the
middle of the town, the train whistle started the race and as the train
pulled out of the station the 800+ runners sprang into action. The
course, which is amazingly well supported, starts on closed roads
through the town before heading out over farm tracks and fields. The
first half of the route was out with a 50mph tail winds and I was sure I
was doing really well. Towards the turnaround point the first train
passed me. Everybody on the train waved and shouted and we all
waved back (running slightly faster as they passed). The route
follows the train line the whole way, with the line on the right all the
way out, we ran under a bridge
to keep the line on the right as
we ran back. The first half of
the course was relatively flat
and I had heard that you
needed to be in front of the
train at this point in order to
stand any chance of beating it
back. I was pretty happy to be
close to the train but as I
turned to head back down the
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valley I realised the wind, which had very much been my friend,
became a huge enemy. Instantly the course went up hill along a
narrow sheep track and the rain battered my face so that I couldn’t
see where I was going. I got stuck in a bit of a queue over this bit and
probably should have been thankful
of a rest. The route shot down a
tarmac road and off down another
single track very steeply and I found
myself waving my arms around to
keep my balance as I ‘fell’ down the
hill. The route enters woodland and
the official race description
describes this bit as ‘climbing very
steeply’, it definitely was up hill but
compared to some of the fell races I
have competed in it wasn’t too bad
(phew).
Crossing the waterfall we ran through bogs that even the cross
country veterans would love (knee deep at least) where I saw a few
people losing their shoes. The 10k route had started at these bogs
and the course was very well warn and muddy after this point, we
then joined the part of the track that Becky described above. As
Becky alluded to the way back across the fields was almost
impossible to run as the winds and rains battered us all, I thought I
might drown. I was the most exhausted I have ever been as I made
my way back into Tywyn. The amazing support and the fact Mick
(who we originally joined the event for), who had already finished the
race and beat the train, came back and shouted at me to speed up
meant I managed to sprint to the line. The pain, and relief, was
amazing as I crossed the line and my legs finally stopped moving but
I could hardly stand. We all met up for a big team photo and it might
look like I’m smiling but my legs are still screaming.

9

The Rotary club hold the award ceremony and after party in a
marquee by the finish line. This is definitely a big part of the whole
day with food available early on (and a burger van later) a bar and a
hugely funny old school disco with laser lights and smoke machines.
One group of people were in
fancy dress as old people and
told us they have been
coming in fancy dress for a
number of years and it’s
never caught on, something I
think we should change.
Well for me the race was a
great event, and I will be
definitely doing it again next year (fingers crossed for better weather,
but who cares) and I will be going to the after party in fancy dress. If
you want to come and join us the entry is open now. Fancy Dress is a
must!!”
http://racethetrain.com/
Link to our strava profiles
Rotary Course - https://www.strava.com/activities/682905893
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Captain’s Log

Andy Cantwell

How do you
know when the
deadline for
submitting The
Captain’s Log is
approaching? Well, that’s easy! It is immediately
after a large number of popular races and events
have taken place!

I want to concentrate on team performances this time if I may as we have achieved
so much recently as a unit that I think it deserves a mention.
Firstly, I would like to say a massive well done, and also a thank you, for every
member of the team who participated in any of the ten Merseyside Grand Prix
events this year. Your hard work paid off and we ended up finishing in a fantastic
second place, a mere smudge behind Knowsley Harriers, congratulations to them.
The second placed finish doesn’t tell the full story though as the men’s team
actually scored the highest amount of points across the ten races which is
something that I think we should all be really proud of. So, here is to going one
better next year! Well done to Helen and the Women’s team who romped home to
team victory in the series. I think it would be very rude not to mention Mr
Swensson who stormed to victory in the Senior Men’s Individual Competition. It is
becoming more and more difficult to find new ways to celebrate his successes!
What next…smash the club HM record??? Ha ha…oh…wait…he what???
Ahem…breaking news, New Club HM Record for Martin at Manchester…1:10:11!
The North West Road Relays were held in Delamere Forest in September, which
sparked the debate of ‘Road Relay vs Trail Relay’, but we still managed to send out
five full, and very competitive teams of four. It was a really great event and
everybody enjoyed themselves immensely. Not only that but every single one of
the 20 competitors put in one massive shift. The A team managed an amazing feat
of finishing as 3rd Merseyside A team and each brought home a bronze medal. So,
well done to Martin Swensson, Stephen Watkin, Lawrence Eccles and Alex Cowin.
The B team consisting of Ian Crispin, Colin Dobbs, Robert Garth and Chris Lee
finished 13th. The C team of Nigel Grant, Andy Keeley, John Jensen and Ian Russell
finished 17th. The D team came 18th thanks to Simone Capon, James Malone, Phil
Macklin and Ste Maguire. The E team finished the event in 19th with Nigel Foo,
Eamonn Brady, Gavin Melia and Richard Stafford doing a great job.
The team events moved to Manchester on September 25th for the Northern Road
Relays. Teams of six compete for a spot in the top 25 for the opportunity to
compete at the English Championships. We managed three strong teams for this
which is brilliant due to just how busy this weekend was for racing. Once again,
everybody that joined in had a really good time and we managed a very
respectable set of results across the board. Our A team finished in 60th position
overall which is a remarkable achievement. Well done to Martin Swenson, Jay
Clarke, Phil Riding, Paul Hughes, Ian Crispin and Alex Cowin. Another great big
thank you to the following guys who did really well in the B and C team: Simone
Capponi, Andrew Biddle, Marc Goudie, Phil Macklin, Lee Warburton, Marc
Littlefield, Mike Devereux, Greg Hocking, Mal Gordon, Andy Hodson, Adam
McGlory and James Stansfield.
Looking forwards, the team theme continues from here on. Next up are the English
XC Relay Championships in Mansfield on Saturday 5th November. Please wish our
two teams the best of luck in that event. They are Mike Devereux, Jay Clarke, Phil
Riding, Neil Bullock, Richard Costain, Marc Goudie, John Bampton and James
Malone.
We also have the return of the XC Sunday League on October 23rd at Clarke’s
Gardens and wouldn’t be an awesome achievement if we went one better than last
year in this too…and won it. The men were pipped to the crown by Liverpool RC
season but I believe that this is our year. The strength in depth, and the
improvements people are making in their running so far this year is staggering. So,
dig out your spikes, grab your vest (or Penny Lane Striders T-Shirt this year) and
get yourself covered in the finest mud that South Liverpool has to offer. Every
Strider counts, so come along and be the difference! Having said all that…that race
has probably already been run by the time you read this so do the same at the next
fixture!!!!
Finally, well done to every member of the club who has trained and raced in the
last two months. There really is no way of monitoring and recording every PB or
great run or solid comeback as the club is currently at its largest ever membership.
As the famous line from one of the best movies ever made goes…”I think we’re
gonna need a bigger boat.”
Look after yourselves, and each other. x

I am very
excited to be
kicking off my
captain’s log
with a big
congratulations to all of us as we were the
Merseyside grand prix women’s team
winners! It was very close in the final 2 races;
Helen Osborne
the September Merseyvend 5k and the
Wirral half marathon, but we managed to pull ahead and take victory for the
second year running. Congratulations to the men’s team who were runners up
- pipped to the post by a very small margin by Knowsley Harriers.
In the individual prizes, we had a great performance too with Annmarie
Williams and Katie Johnson both winning their age categories. Presentations
for the prizes will take place on Saturday 5th November after the Merseyvend
5k. Please do go along and celebrate our win!
We had lots of parkrun celebrations in the last few months too, with Jane
Woods, Jo Sutherland and Claire Meadows all celebrating their 50th parkruns.
Well done to them for showing such dedication to the running community!
September was very busy with relays too - both the north-west relays in
Delamere and the northern relays in Manchester. We had 3 women’s teams
running in the north-west relays and one team in the northern relays, with
some excellent performances from everyone. The team camaraderie at these
days out is incredible - if you’ve not taken part in one before, make a note of
Sunday 26th March for the northern 6-stage relays in Wigan!
Whilst we were running 6k legs at northern relays, Cristina was running a
considerable amount further in September and won the Mercian challenge 100 mile race in a time of 37:43:35. An amazing feat!
The Wirral Half marathon and 10k on the 11th september rounded off the
Merseyside Grand Prix, congratulations to Rachel Rick who finished the half
marathon in a personal best time of 1.49.09 Jane Woods who also PBd in the
10k, finishing in 01:04:30.
On the same day in Newcastle, Sarah Meyers smashed her sub 2 hour goal at
the Great North Run in a time of 1.59.39.
It was great to see so many women take part in the Wirral Multi-Terrain Series
in september also, well done to Bailey Ewel, Charlotte Rawcliffe, Cheryl Pace,
Lucie Michaelson, Sarah Jackson, Becky Heyes, Eunice Nopondo and Sioux
Mcgee. Hope you are warmed up nicely for the cross country season!
Also on the trails - congratulations to Liz Turner who came away as 2nd
female finisher at the Sandstone Trail B-Race 10.6 miles in a time of 1:28.50.
Entering October, we kicked things off in style at club corner at Chester
marathon. Although word on the grapevine is that we need to up our game
next year as Blackburn pulled out all the stops! Congratulations to everyone
who took part, whether they took on the metric or full. Special well done to
Anne Oxbrough who finished the marathon in a new PB o 4.17.02.
The 16th October saw lots of Striders take part in the inaugural Manchester
Half Marathon, including myself. Congratulations to everyone who finished in
the miserable, soggy, mancunian weather and special well done to those who
PBd - myself in 01:48:52, Njideka Agwuna 01:49:49 PB, Holly Johnston
01.50.24 and Kerry Quinton 01:51:07.
The start of the cross country season is imminent - the first race is on Sunday
23rd October at 10am, Clarkes Gardens. If you’ve never tried it before - give it
a go. It will do wonders for your road racing and who knows; you might even
enjoy it!
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Eating your way along 100 miles
By

Lawrence Eccles

I started off eating my way around long races, but now I struggle to
eat and often feel sick. I had hoped with
some refinements from my 2015 strategy I
could get around races strongly and
without the nausea. This did not go well
on the Fellsman (61 miles) were I felt sick
and low on energy, yet the thought of
food was hard, I ate very little and had a
race induced hangover post-race. I had
heard good things about ‘Mountain Fuel’
so gave them a little trial for the Sandstone Trail Challenge (33 miles).
I had the ‘Breakfast’ ‘Mountain Fuel’ and mixed another bottle of
‘Energy’ for the race. I could not be bothered mixing a second bottle
and turned to gels and water to finish the race. I think a second
bottle is needed for plain water as the powder drink can be a bit
thick.

to drink coke cups at the CPs and pick up one or two of the free event
GU gels. I would have an S! cap for salt (no more than 1 per hour),
carry 1l of water between aid points and eat beef jerky (I use Biltong)
for something to chew and a source of protein. That is pretty much
what I did on the NDW100. I did grab some real food (erratic
selection of melon, crisps, a strawberry & cheese) at the 65 mile aid
station (or it could have been the next one). I did feel a bit sick after
that, but it settled.

By the Old County Tops (37 miles) I was back to shot blocks and beef
jerky with Gels to finish. I ran ok (my best performance) finishing
6th; I did have a bit of cramp near the end. With renewed confidence
I headed into the Chamonix 80km race, only to hit a new low. I
started on Lucozade and water and moved on to shot blocks. I was
taking meat from the aid points. Sadly it was rather hot (30C I have
heard said) and I lost appetite for food
AND water by 40km. I turned to coke at
aid stations and sipping water on the
second half. I did force down a gel and my
last mountain fuel powder. I threw up
with about 8km to go after having a lemon
tea and water. I could not even drink
water for the last 8km so had to just pour
it on my head for some cooling effect. I
felt very rough after the race.

In conclusion I have still not found the perfect eating strategy;
perhaps I just need to train more on my running is my current
thought. The tales of gels sitting terribly on the stomach did not
happen to me. Coke and coffee at the aid stops provided the most
noticeable boost to running, although it may have just been in the
mind as the splits don’t show massive improvement post CP towards
the end. It’s worth mentioning the section after CP11 Detling was
very hilly. I had a few questions on the route. A guy passed me
without passing me on the actual trail (I say he intentionally cut the
corner). Oz Fry tried Mountain fuel at the Lakeland 50 and actually
mixed more than one during the race and said they were very good. I
did use powder drinks (Orbanna, now discontinued, mostly) for a
long time; up to Spartathlon 2014. I had a few projectile vomiting
incidents, and found mixing them a pain, which led me to trying
other fuelling strategies.

My splits below show that the eating strategy did not make me into a
world beater. My pace dropped after 40km and again after 100km. I
felt the people who did pass me were running much better. I never
seemed to get any second wind. I normally do I think, but perhaps it
is all relative and I had not completely fallen to pieces. I was very
much ticking off the kilometres. I was using my GPS to navigate
after 90km more often (it was pretty much a fixture in my hand) as
the markers seemed less frequent and there could be seemingly long
sections with no reassurance of red and white tape or the national
trail acorn symbol.

After the Robbie Webster Wobbler I
got talking to Duncan Harris. He has
the Sandstone Trail Challenge record
and a lot of good results at Ultras. He said he aims to eat his kg
body weight in g of carbs per hour. He was also a big fan of shot
blocks, although only for races as they’re expensive. This
theory was backed up by an article I read by Scott Jurek*,
although he said slightly lower intake was required for 100 mile
races. It was suitably contradicted by others who said that you
should condition your body to run efficiently off fat, at which
point you don’t need to eat at all in a 100 mile race (Eion Keith,
Spine winner 2016 and ran over 240km in 24 hours).
The common cliché is that you need to find the fuelling strategy
that suits you. 100miles requires roughly 10,000 calories. As I
was not conditioned to run off fat I calculated I needed about
54g of carbs per hour for the North Downs Way. This is a lot I noticed
after reading gel packs, so I reduced my strategy to a shot block
every 20min, increasing to every 15min after 1 hour. I would eat by
the watch. As the shot block pack says to only have 12 in a 24 hour
period (not sure why the limit) I put up gels for after that and planned

*after rereading the Scott Jurek article on nutrition I have come to
realise that the lower figure was intended for high intensity distance
running like a marathon. I should have been aiming for 78g per hour
as per Duncan's advice.
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Penny Lane Handicap Relays
By

Liz Turner

The popular handicap relays introduced in 2015 return for a successful second season!
On a beautiful and bright autumnal
Saturday over 50 striders turned out at
Princes Park to take part in or help with the
annual handicap relays. Claire Meadows
had pored over the participants’ 5K PBs in
order to assemble 12 very well-matched
teams of three
runners of varying
speeds. The idea was
that the teams
should be closely
matched to make the
competition as
possible. Claire did a
great job with only
just over 5 minutes
separating the first
team home from the
last, over a total
distance run of 8.4
miles for each team.
The course for each
leg of the relay
consisted of one and a bit laps
of the park, a distance of
about 1.4 miles, which each
runner completed twice.
The nominated first leg
runner set off to an excited
cheer from their team mates,
as well as the spectators and
organisers. Team 11’s first
runner Mal opened up a slight
lead during the first half of the leg,
although he was being closely shadowed by
Trevor. But by the end of Mal’s first run he
had given his team a comfortable
advantage and the rest
of the field were quite
spaced out. Claire was
looking worried, but she
needn’t have been. With
the teams carefully
calibrated to make for a
fair fight everything
could, and did, change
over the second leg, and the field closed up
again. Most teams had put their fastest
runner on the last leg, and this brought the
teams even closer together. After each of
the runners had completed one leg each

Team 7 had taken the lead from Team 11,
with Team 9 following in 3rd.
Now we were down to the
business-end of the race as each
of the first leg runners struck out
to complete the course for a
second time. Legs must surely
have felt a little more wobbly as
they set off past the playground
and, on such a beautiful day, a high volume
of other park users meant runners had to
keep their wits about them to avoid being a
nuisance to others, or simply coming a
cropper! Mal shrugged off any fatigue from
his dynamic first leg to come home at the
front of the field again with a brave sprint
finish. This time he was closely tailed by
Team 7’s Bailey who, despite the best
efforts of a small child crossing the path to
put her off, also finished strongly. There
was a lot of
shuffling about of
the teams again
at this stage,
with Team 6
having
moved up to
third. Whilst
Teams 9 and 2 were very close at this
stage with Carol and Annmarie coming
in almost at the same time. The second
leg led to a further shuffling of the
pack, and as the third leg runners lined
up for their last lap you could have cut
the tension with a knife. The race was
on!
The early leaders Team 11 set off with a
slight advantage over close rivals Team 7.
Team 11’s last leg runner was
Sharon and she looked
seriously determined. I
wouldn’t have bet against her
hanging on. However Team
7’s Neil looked full of energy
as he set off in hot pursuit. It
was a very close run thing. As
the tail leg runners reached
the half way point it was clear that Neil was
closing on Sharon, but did he have enough
in the tank to overhaul her before the end
of the lap? It was not clear which way thing
would go until they hit the home straight.

Neil managed to ease past Sharon who
battled hard but could not bring her team
back into contention. In the end
just 6 seconds separated 1st and
2nd place. The margin between
3rd and 4th was even smaller
with team 9’s final runner Rob
Edwards coming home just 5
seconds before Team 5’s Andy
Starkey. The final piece of drama
of the day saw a close finish between Team
4’s Andy Biddle and Michael from Team 12.
Andy collected his daughter to make the
final run up to the finish line which could
have given Michael the opportunity to pass
him. However sport was the winner as
Michael let Andy and daughter cross the
line ahead of him. Perhaps Michael was
aware that there was no prize for coming
second to last, whereas the last placed
team received the fabulous cuddly tortoise!
A great afternoon of
fun and sporting
running was rounded
off with curry and
sandwiches at
Aigburth People’s
Hall.
Full results and times were as follows:
1st – T7 – Rachel, Bailey and Neil – 00:59:58
2nd – T11 – Mal, Sharon & Carys – 01:00:04
3rd – T9 – Rob E, Diane & Carolyn –01:00:27
4th - T5 – Andy S, Kevin & Rob G – 01:00:33
5th – T6 – Orla, Jo E and Mike E – 01:01:49
6th – T1 – Colin, Anne & Nichola – 01:02:20
7th – T2 –Andy C, Inma & Ann Marie–01:02:24
8th – T8–Becky, Charlotte & Gavin–01:02:27
9th – T10 – Laura, Sarah & Trevor – 01:03:18
10th – T3 – Alex, Debi and Cathy – 01:04:20
11th – T4 – Andy B, Liz & Cheryl – 01:05:31
12th T12 – Claire, Paula, Michael S & Rob F
– 01:05:32
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Personal Profile:
Tony Peacock
Occupation:
Full time twearly and reluctant grandfather
Why did you join pls?
Running alone is fine but it’s important to be in contact with other
people so you can bore them to death with the intricate details of
your running exploits and the exotic injuries you have picked up en
route. Unfortunately I haven’t, as yet, found anyone in the club with
that amount of time to spare.
Running likes:
That feeling you get while running when your lungs are stretched to
full capacity
How long have you been running?
35 years, give or take several final retirements.
Running dislikes:
That feeling you get while running when your lungs are stretched to
overcapacity.
Favourite male runner:
Tough of the Track. I was interested in his special dietary regime of a
bag of chips on the way to races.
Favourite female runner:
Caster Semenya, for keeping going in spite of everything. [hear hear
– Ed]
Favourite non running person:
Naomi Klein. For me, she totally nailed it on climate change in her
book “This Changes Everything.”
Favourite race:
Stratford upon Avon marathon. I was the fastest runner to turn up on
the day in 1986
Least favourite race:
Wolverhampton Marathon. I ran it in 1986 and thought I’d knocked
minutes off my PB. It was announced the next day that due to a
missing marshal, everybody had missed out a small section of the
course and the times were void. Sob.
Favourite drink:
At the moment, Peaky Blinder Stout from Sadler’s brewery, cheap in
Home and Bargain!
Least favourite drink:
Water; if you were really meant to drink it surely it would taste
better.
Favourite food:
Anything cereal based.
Least favourite food:
Lettuce. What is the point?
Favourite holiday:
Anywhere quiet with hills and or lakes or sea.
What is your idea of happiness:
Completing a run in somewhere with the attributes listed above and
having an endorphin enhanced post-race pint or two in the company
of my family.
Favourite song:
All-time favourite, Strawberry fields forever. Recently, Pale Green
Ghosts , John Grant
Favourite male singer:
Bob Dylan
Favourite female singer:
My Daughter
Favourite group:
All time Clash. Recently, Alt J

What do you always carry on you:
An over optimistic opinion of my running capabilities and my parkrun
barcode, with an ICE number, around my wrist, for the time when
that opinion takes me one step too far!
Best running moment:
Two … My final PB in theLondon Marathon and winning the
Stratford Marathon.
Worst running moment:
I fractured an ankle while running alone in Delamere Forest and had
to run/ limp two miles back to the car park. There I bought a Lolly ice
and wedged it down my sock to keep the swelling down during a
painful drive home. Fortunately my broken foot was my braking foot!
(Ha!)
My most appealing trait:
Too many to list here.
Most unappealing trait:
Believing that I have lots of appealing traits.
Favourite running shoe:
Reduced to clear.
Favourite film:
Bury my Heart at Wounded Knee
Vest in or out:
Out unless I’m going to the Palace for tea.
Favourite motto:
What is important is not the time you take on a journey but the time
you have.
I either made that up or got it out of a Christmas cracker

Best Times over classic distances:
Distance
5km
5m
10km
10m
Half mara
Marathon

Time
17ish
25:53
33:03
54:5?
71:44
2h35:10

Race
Somewhere
Liverpool Harriers
Wrexham
Llandudno
Helsby
London

Year
1989
1986
1988
1989
1990
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Isle of Man Half Marathon
By

AnnMarie Williams

The first I heard of the isle of
man marathon/half
marathon was an article in a
running magazine about the
top 10 marathons in the UK,
so I thought I would give it a
go, I combined a family
holiday and race at he same time, I
decided to run the half marathon, as I
had already completed the London
VLM and Liverpool Rock and Roll
marathons this year and plus I did hear
that the course was undulating as well.
I travelled over to the isle of man by
seacat, was a two and half hour
travel and the sailing wasn’t that
good, (think next time I will fly
over) ready for the race on the
Sunday.
On the day of race I collected
my number from Ballacloan
football stadium, then the nerves
started to kick in, as it was basically a
different country and there was no
black and white army around for
motivation, as most of the runner were
local runners, walkers and running club
members,
to my
surprise I
did
eventually
bump into
two Penny
lane striders, Richard Costain and
Graham Douglas which was a lovely
surprise.
The marathon started at 9.00am and
half marathon started at 9.30am from
the

Mooragh
Promenade,
Ramsey, the half
marathon was 1
lap/marathon 2 laps
going out towards Bride,
then onto Andreas, St Judes then back
to Ramsey, finishing in the Ballacloan
Stadium, the first 5 miles was
undulating, highest point of 259 feet at
mile 4 (17 marathon). The course
eventually evened out and was mainly
flat for the rest of the race, it is a very
nice scenic race and
the distance was
clearly marked at
every mile point. The
race was very well
organised with
plenty of drinks
stations and you can
actually send your own drink to a drink
station of your choice instead of you
carrying it around with you.
The only downside of the race is they
don’t close the roads to traffic, so you
have to take care when running as you
are sharing the road with cars, vans,
bikes etc. And there is no speed limit
on the country roads around the island,
there was plenty of
support on the course
which was great as I
thought there would be
no one out to support, it
was a tough race but I
really enjoyed it and
also had a lovely surpise
when I got back to the finish to be
cheered by Charlotte Rawcliffe who
was on a cycling holiday with her

boyfriend and also
my son Joseph
who has never
seen me run any races apart from the
Mystery 5k.
Every finisher received a finisher medal
shape of the island, t-shirt and goody
back and to my surprise the organisers
laid on a vast buffet at the end which
was great and well worth the money.
Penny lane striders did really well in the
half marathon. Graham Douglas
finished 10th overall at a time of 1.24,
Richard Costain was 98th at a time of
1.46 and myself
was 171 overall,
48th female
and 4th in my
age cat at a
time of 1.57
(not my best
time).
I would recommend this race and
would definitely go back again, it
would be great to see more striders
there, next years race has been
announced and will take place on
Sunday 13th August, so come
on guys lets get more striders
there.
The marathon/half marathon
is the start of a series of races
of a week called ‘NO REST
FOR THE WICKED’ Richard
took part in some of the races and they
looked really good, but Richard said
they were tough, I hope to stay longer
next year and do some of them
especially the Peel Hill race.
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Recipes with FiFit – New fitness app
By Fiona

Dutton

Liverpool Personal Trainer and Runner, Fiona Dutton, Launches
New Fitness App, “FiFit’s 14 Day Fat Burn Challenge”

I am Fiona Dutton, Personal Trainer, Chartered Accountant and a busy
mother of two young children, Sebastian (5) and Max (2).

For all media enquiries contact Fiona Dutton on 07799266782 or
email fduttonfifit@gmail.com

Being a Personal Trainer, I devised my
own diet and exercise workout plan to fit
into my busy work and home life of
running two businesses. I have since
launched FITNESS APP “The 14 Day Fat
Burn Challenge”, sharing my training
secrets and how I worked hard to lose the
extra pounds after having my two young
boys, and I am now very happy with my
body. This new app is aimed at helping
busy people to exercise anywhere, any
time.

To download the app please visit: Apple Store:
https://appsto.re/gb/Ayh0eb.i PROMO CODE:

EKEYYEMH7XAM




Google Play Store:
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.app.fifit
To find out more check out my website: http://www.fi-fit.co.uk
Follow Facebook and Instagram:



I have created a 14 day meal plan with full
recipes (3 meals and a snack a day) and 10
High Intensity Interval Training workouts (HIIT). These will work
every muscle in your body, help you gain strength and ultimately fat
burn!! My workouts are suitable for all fitness levels and are very easy
to use. They take between 20 and 30 minutes for each workout,
helping people fit them into their busy and hectic lifestyles. By eating
healthily and dedicating just a few minutes each day, I believe you can
change how you feel, your energy levels will rocket, and physically you
will shred fat and look fantastic.
These workouts have had such a massive impact on my running. They
have increased my strength, endurance and my times have got so
much quicker. It really does complement and fit in well with running
training.
My 14 day fat burn challenge is available on the App Store, Amazon
Store and Google Play, priced just £2.99.

Jersey Marathon
By Paul

Riley
Paul finds the perfect holiday break in Jersey

I first heard about the Jersey Marathon two years ago when I went there with
the other half for a 5 day break. We were staying in the Merton Hotel in St
Helier when I noticed a guy wearing a “Jersey Marathon Finishers T-shirt”.
When I enquired about the race I was informed by him that he’d finished in
fourth position in a time of 2:29:43. Suitably impressed that this was a proper
marathon I decided there and then, that if I ever returned to the Island, then I
would try to ensure that I returned at the same time of year in order to
compete in the marathon.
So earlier this month that is exactly what we did.

The marathon is held on the first Sunday of October every year and this year’s
event was the 11th to date. The race starts in St Helier and runs through
some very scenic country lanes, covering most of the Island. The island is
after all scenic and small. Measuring about 5 miles from top to bottom and 9
miles from West to East. As the race starts in St Helier we had decided to stay
in the same hotel. The Merton Hotel is only about a brisk 10 minute walk to
the start line of the race and so is the ideal place to stay. It is quite popular
with runners participating in the race and also as an extra bonus has Howard
Davis Park on route to the start as an ideal location to stretch and warm up.
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So the holiday finally came around and we’d arranged it on purpose so that
we had a few days to chill before and after
the race. We flew out with Easyjet from
John Lennon Airport. On a Thursday the
prices is only about £30 per person one
way if booked at the right time. In fact
depending on length of stay the car hire
can cost more than the flight, but there is
a bus from the airport so you could do it at
a fraction of the cost.
Anyway a few days after arriving at our
hotel some other runners began to appear
as expected. The day before the race I
also strolled down into town to pick my number up from Registration and to
check out the start area. The marathon only gets about 350 to 400
competitors and so to bolster the numbers there is also a Five Leg Relay Race.
This is popular with Honiton Running Club from the mainland and a few of
their runners also stayed in the same hotel, along with a few Kenyan runners
who were treated like minor celebs by some of the other runners.
So race day finally arrived. I strolled down to the start, leaving it as late as
possible. As the race was sponsored by Standard Chartered the organisers
had managed to recruit former LFC player Ian Rush as guest of honour. I
didn’t have any great expectations as regards performance from this race.
The plan was to go out and enjoy it and run with a smile on my face for the full
26.2 miles and this is what I did.
The race started and we ran the first mile threw the streets of St Helier. Not
many people about at this time on a Sunday morning, but it did give us a
chance to get cheered on by a few
people who’d taken the trouble to
come out and watch us off. I knew
from the race profile that the first
5 miles would be mainly up hill and
after a surprisingly levelish start
the race began to climb from
about 2 miles up to the 5 mile
point. Taking it easy I was finding
my position in the field and
passing other runners along the
way who were none too keen on
the hilly start. The country side
during this period was splendid
though and running past a couple
of reservoirs it just felt like being
out for a leisurely training run.
As we neared the top of the climb I came across one of the runners from
Honiton Running Club who was staying in our hotel and we’d had a few polite
words together to try and pass the time and spur one another on. As the race
levelled out it began to meander along country lanes with fields on either
side, occasionally passing through the odd village where we would be met by
small cheering crowds and usually a water station along the way. For such a
small race the crowds really did do the race justice and the people of Jersey
can feel rightly proud of themselves for supporting their local marathon and
helping to make everyone feel so welcome. The water stations were also well
marshalled (even though they were short of the full
complement of marshalls) and plenty of them.
Proper bottles of water (not cups) and even
Gatorade and wet sponges later on.
So continuing on our happy way, we passed field
upon field, whilst not really knowing whereabouts
we were on this small island, but trying to take in the
names of the places on the sign posts just to be able
to say we’d passed through, even if we’d be too tired
to remember where we’d been by the end. Many of
those field contained bewildered Jersey Cattle and it
must’ve been a strange sight for them to see so
many sweaty, scantily clad humans passing by
them.
Eventually after mile after mile of the same type of
scenery we eventually came out at what appeared
to be familiar territory. By that I mean we came out of the fields and in front
of us was the airport. We must’ve been at around the 15 mile point by now.
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And having so many miles under our belt I was feeling confident and also a bit
of trepidation about how I would feel after the next 5
miles had passed by. Running around a path along the
perimeter of the airport though reminded me of running
past John Lennon whilst doing the Devils Gallop. And
having this feeling made things easier and made me feel
at home. A short time later and we were running along
essentially the same path, a bit more pleasant and multiterrainish with coniferous pine trees lining the route.
Around this point I also managed to grab a few words
with a marathon novice and also give him some advice
about what was to come before I left him around the 18
mile point as he began to flag.
At around the 20 mile point we were near Corbiere Lighthouse. We couldn’t
actually see the lighthouse, but at the water station nearby you could just
about turn your head a catch a glimpse of the wonderful view of the bay right
along the West Coast of Jersey, along what is know as the 5 mile road. A few
miles later and we only had about 6 miles to go. We were back on the tree
lined path, but this time going downhill. And what a downhill it was. Two
miles or more going at quite a pace along what is actually a dis-used railway
line, so once again if you are used to running on the Loop Line back in
Liverpool, you get a feeling of being at home running along this path. As the
race began at 9 it was probably about 11:30 by now and with this being a
popular walking and leisure route there are quite a few other folk our and
about as we went steaming down the hill.
At about the 22 to 22.5 mile the downhill suddenly finished as we popped out
at St Aubin which is at the opposite end of St Aubin’s Bay to St Helier. This
though now is again familiar territory. Bringing back memories of running
along Otterspool Prom. I pass a small band playing at St Aubin and throw in a
few dance moves as I go past. I’m feeling really fresh and the Gatorade I’d
been carrying for two miles has hit the spot. The adrenalin is pumping and I
know it’s just a 4 mile walk in the park along the promenade along the bay,
most of which I am familiar with due to my runs two years earlier during my 5
day stay. There’s quite a few people out walking along the prom and even
though they have only stumbled across the marathon they are still happy to
support if you smile and pass the time of day with them as you head along to
the finish.
The prom along the bay is a mixture of paths and cycle paths running parallel
to one another and it is along here that they really could’ve done with a few
more marshals, but saying that you can’t get lost. It is just that you are never
too sure which is the path that is going to give you the full 26.2 miles the inner
one or the outer one. Getting closer to St Helier now and I’m passing a few
more runners as I go. I’m still feeling strong and enjoying the run and I keep
on reeling people in. I’ve not seen my other half yet and we are getting close
to St Helier. With less than one mile left to go we have to head off the prom
and around the back of the Cinema/Leisure Complex and as I get to the end of
the prom there is my other half, laughing and cheering me on. Trying to grab
a quick photo of me. Not such an easy thing to do as I’m still shifting. Well I
think I’m still shifting? That is until I’m passed by some young lad who is
absolutely flying. Surely he must be in the Relay Race I tell myself, but I’m still
not sure if he was or not. Anyway by now there is only about half a mile to go.
Boyed on by the rush of adrenaline I up the pace again and I’m still reeling
people in even over the last half mile. Into the final straight and it’s foot down
to the floor jobby. The final 100 to 200 yards are lined with a few people, but
by now I can see the finish. I’m flying as fast as my legs
can take me. I can sense the free beer/cider and the
cheese burger that is part of the package. And before I
know it that’s it. I’m under the banner, with my name
being read out by the commentator at the finish as I rush
by.
In conclusion, “One of the best marathons I’ve ever ran.”
Maybe it was partly due to the fact that I ran within
myself, but regardless of that or not I’d like to come back
and do it again one day. Or maybe just do the relay. It
would be nice to go back with a few more from PLS one
day and given that the transport link from Liverpool is so
good I think it is only a matter of time before PLS have a
team there.
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Quadrathon Challenge – 11th-14th A
By Claire

Stanistreet

Four marathons in four days: could you take one the quadrathon challenge?
The Quadrathon
Challenge is a 4 day
event put on by
Extreme North, an
adventure sports
company based in
Co.Donegal, Ireland.
This year, the event ran
from the 11th-14th
August 2016 and
involved completing 4
marathons in 4
consecutive days, totalling in 104.8
miles. Each marathon course was a
separate route of costal road around
Inishowen and the world renowned Wild
Atlantic Way. All the routes were a mass
of beautiful scenery, some of the best I
have ever seen and were dotted with
historical landmarks and small friendly
villages. At the end of each completed
marathon, runners received a medal,
which then all joined together at the end
of the 4 days, like a jigsaw, to form one
huge medal.
The event also offers a half marathon
option, again 4 in 4 days, for those who
don’t fancy the 104.8 miles. The half
marathon route is the second half of the
full marathon route, each day. The
medal is the same but a smaller version. I
think the fact that there is a half
marathon option too, makes this event
really special as it
accommodates
everyone!
I arrived in Co.Donegal
on Wednesday, which
was registration day! At
this point I was
extremely nervous. Everyone who knows
me knows I love a challenge and I also
love a
marathon
but I had
never
completed a
back to back
marathon

before or anything of this calibre. At this
point I was unsure if I would even
complete the event, due to being injured
earlier in the year.
The company’s founder Howard, took
the registration briefing, giving out
numbers, chips and
explaining safety
details. Each runner
was then handed maps
of each marathon and
shuttle bus times and
locations. Howard
explained that he,
himself was a keen
marathon runner and had set up this
company and event as there was nothing
in this part of Ireland for local runners
and he wanted to attract people to the
area. The event was in its 4th year and
started with approx. 6 runners in year 1,
evolving to approx. 300 in year 4. After
hearing this and the fact that all the
marshals and water stations were local
volunteers, I was sold!
Day One (Thursday) - Kinnego Bay
Marathon
Day one started in Moville (where I was
staying). The first 9 mile was along a flat
scenic costal road following the banks of
the Foyle, passing Greencastle village
and onto Shroove Head.
At this point I had passed
a number of water
stations, all manned by
friendly and welcoming
marshals, one in particular
called Davey, who
apparently was a local legend! The same
marshals were on all of the courses every
day, either manning water stations or
driving up and down the course, handing
out water/food and checking all runners
were safe. At the end of the 4 days, you
knew the marshals by name, as they did
you and it added to the overall

experience and made me feel like I was
part of a community.
After 9 mile, came a few miles of gradual
elevation with a stunning view of the
river Foyle, before a tough 2 mile hill
climb of around 900 ft elevation. At this
point the weather had
taken a turn for the worst
and the higher we climbed
the more fog we
encountered. I remember
thinking, what I had got
myself into at this point,
especially when a member
of the public drove passed
and shouted ‘you’re mad’ out the
window. Luckily I was with my friend
Andy, who had done the Quadrathon the
previous year, for company. The summit
should have contained fantastic
panoramic views, however due to the
fog, me and Andy could barely see our
own hands, never mind anything else.
The decent was approx 2 mile, reaching
south of Kinnego Bay.
The second half of the
marathon passed
through the beautiful
Kinnego Bay before a
tough 1k climb, which
signalled the end of the
enduring cliffs. The
remaining 11 miles were
scenic costal roads
passing the villages of Ballyharry and
Culdaff and ending in the village of
Malin.
At the end, all runners congregated in
the village hall and food of sandwiches
and soup was provided
by event organisers.
Day Two (Friday) Malin Marathon
Waking up on day two I
was a little stiff to say
the least, luckily a friend who was
training as a physio had come on the trip
with us, to gain experience. She gave
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daily massages which helped reduce the
lactic acid in our legs.
Day two started in Malin Town (the end
of marathon one) and is Ireland most
northerly marathon. The first 4 mile was
in Malin Town
then the
remainder of
the first half
was along the
Wild Atlantic
Way route with
stunning views.
Malin Head
It took almost 6
miles for me to feel comfortable and
settle in to a running pace, however once
I had settled I felt really
good, even better than the
previous day, which resulted
in less than a 10 min time
difference for the 2 days.
The second half started at
Pier Road with runners
making their way to Banba’a Crown
(Malin Head) which is Ireland most
northerly land point.
At mile 19 there was a long 2 mile climb,
known locally as Knockammy Bends.
Luckily the climb wasn’t as bad as the
previous day, with less than 600 ft over
the 2 mile distance. However at this
point, the weather took a turn for the
worst and the rest
of the marathon
was blessed with
heavy rain. The
good news being,
the remaining 5
mile was descent
or completely flat
road, passing beaches, reaching the
finish back at Malin Town (day 2 was a
loop course).
Again hospitality and food was laid on at
the end on the local village hall.
Day Three
(Saturday) –
Mamore
Marathon
Day 3 started at
Malin (the end of day two) and is where
things started to get interesting! Due to
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the rain and mileage the previous day, I
had developed a few blisters on the balls
of my feet. I taped my feet up
completely to help me get through the
day.
The first half was relatively flat and
runners made their way through
Carndonagh then through Ballyliffin and
Clonmany villages. Again it was about 6
miles before I could settle into a running
pace. Day 3 I felt completely different
than the first 2 days. I felt tried and just
generally drained and my legs and feet
hurt. Luckily I was with Andy, who
decided to have a completion with our
other friends (who were a faster pace) of
who could take the best
animal selfie, to take my
mind of the blisters! It’s
safe to say we won (see
pic).
The second half started
with a flat 6k coming off the north coast
before encountering what can only be
descried as a ‘large climb’ called Mamore
Gap. The Mamore climb is 220m
elevation over approx 2k and rising like
an elevator on the first and last 0.5k. At
the top of the climb
runners where greeted
with religious statues of
Mary and a cross and
panoramic views. The
steep descent proved
tougher than the ascent
on my sore legs and due
to gravity there was no
option of walking down.
The last 14k of the marathon contained
no major surprises and ended along the
shore path into Buncrana, where again
local hospitality and food was put on.
Day Four (Sunday) – Muff Marathon
Getting up on the Sunday was tough as I
(and everyone else) was really tired
and although my legs were actually
ok, the blisters on my feet were
really sore. I’d also developed more
blisters on my toes from running
funny on day 3, trying to avoid the
blisters on the balls of my feet. The last
thing I wanted to do at this point was run

‘another’ marathon, however I couldn’t
go home with a piece missing from the 4
part medal. The support of everyone
who I was with and all the other runners
actually got me through this last day.
Day 4 started in Buncrana (end of day 3)
and was the flattest course of the 4
(thankfully). The first 10 k was along the
east bank of Lough Swilly then through
farm land up to mile 1, before a slight
climb to half way. Upon reaching half
way I had already
cried twice (poor
Andy) due to pain
after performing
blister surgery and
emotional
exhaustion. The second half started at
Birdstwon and made its way into Muff,
with the final 15k along the West banks
of the River Foyle, finishing at Redcastle.
I had to walk most of the second half;
however the constant beeps and cheers
from passers-by and jokes made by
Andy (mostly involving the marathons
name) kept me going till the end. I cried
(again) running over the finish where I
received a technical t-shirt and the forth
part of the medal. The event organisers
put on a hot buffet at the
Redcastle hotel and an
awards ceremony.
Overall I couldn’t
recommend this event
enough. It cost approx
100 euros which works
out about £22 a
marathon. This price
included food and hospitality afterward
each marathon, all the water/food
stations, medals, a technical t-shirt and
shuttle buses to the marathon
starts/ends (due to starting at different
locations each day). All runners and
marshals where so friendly and it had an
overwhelming community feel. It’s the
best event I think I think I have ever done
with regards to organisation, safety and
support.
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North West Road Relays
By

Nigel Grant

Nigel reports back from the North West relays held in Delamere
Having completed the Crossbay challenge last year I was
keen to compete again. Or rather I was keen when I
entered the race five months before when signing up in the
comfort of my own home, but
I’d completely failed to take
into account important things such as the state of my running
mojo! I'd wanted to get back
into free running and to enjoy
running for the sake of running
rather than to obtain a PB - so I’d
decided to spice up my running by
getting back to basics and the
Crossbay challenge couldn't be any more basic..
We might have had an Indian summer but the bronze on the
chests of four Penny Lane Striders at Delamere Forest in
September was nothing to do with the weather.
They were in fact that commodity to which the
British seem to have been attracted in great
numbers all summer – medals.
The club’s strength, both in
terms of talent and quality,
was more than evident as no
fewer than five mens and
three ladies teams donned
the black and white and declared
themselves ready for competition. The
slightly unusual setting of the stony paths
of Delamere Forest seemed an odd setting
for road relays but the route was quite flat
and there was plenty of parking (albeit in fields and at the rather
eye-watering rate of £6 for just a few hours).
The Cheshire, Greater Manchester, Lancashire and Merseyside
Championships all take place within the event itself. Overall, our
mens A team came a brilliant 15th out 76 complete
teams while within Merseyside only Liverpool
Harriers and Southport Waterloo (both athletics
clubs) finished ahead of our lads.
Martin Swensson, the sole survivor from Penny
Lane’s last bronze medal in the Merseysides two
years earlier, got the team off to a flyer, posting the
fourth quickest time of any local runner on the day
and leaving us second when he crossed the line and
sent Lawrence off to maintain our challenge. Lawrence ran his little

heart out and set Alex Cowin off in a strong
position, such that the other local teams were
getting visibly riled by pesky little Penny
Lane’s refusal to lie down and accept a place
amongst the also rans. He put in a brilliant
effort and it allowed the ever-improving Steve
Watkin to enjoy a storming finish, running
more than two and a half minutes quicker
than Liverpool
Pembroke’s last man
and in the process securing a medal for the
team by knocking Pembroke and Wirral out
of the medal positions.
There were some great performances from
other Penny Lane lads too – Colin Dobbs led
out the B team in 13th place and strong runs
from Ian Crispin, Rob Garth and
Chris Lee ensured that 13th is where they finished –
more than five minutes ahead of both Knowsley
Harriers and St Helens Sutton’s B teams
It is testimony to skipper Andy Cantwell’s graft and
gentle persuasion skills that we were the only local
club which fielded FIVE complete teams. Even
Liverpool Harriers only had four.
In the womens 3-stage event, the persuasive powers of Helen
Osborne ensured that although there were only twelve teams in
the Merseyside Championships, three of them were Penny Lane
teams, a total not even Liverpool Harriers could match (ok, the
third team was ended up incomplete due to a
late withdrawal but to be able to enter three
teams at all reflects the growing interest that
exists in competing for the club in the relays)
There were no medals to report but the first
team of Katie Jackson, Charlotte
Rawcliffe and Louise Warn finished
a commendable eighth while the
venerable Pam Thurtle showed all
her class and experience to post comfortably the
fastest Penny Lane stage time in leading out the B
team which also saw storming runs from both
captain Helen and Anna Watkin. Though the third
club team was ultimately incomplete, Cheryl Pace
and Kerry Quinton both gave it their best shot..
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August 2016
03-Aug-16 AC 5000m
Wirral Endurance Series
Stephen Watkin
00:16:59.7
Colin Dobbs
00:18:41.2
Jonathan Toft
00:19:06.4
Andrew Keeley
00:19:17.1
James Stansfield
00:24:17.9
03-Aug-16 4m
Ponderosa Fell Race
Lawrence Eccles
00:27:11
06-Aug-16 5k
Highbury Fields parkrun
Richard Costain
00:22:29
06-Aug-16 5k
Princes parkrun
Stephen Watkin
Dan Thomas
Graham Douglas
Marc Littlefield
John Jensen
Nigel Foo
Lee Warburton
Gregory Hocking
Joe McGlynn
Kevin Keane
Katy Barry
Trevor Astell
Frank Martin
Craig Hawley
Mike Welsby
Carla Hennessy
Matthew Tollitt
Cheryl Pace
Liz Lynan
Michael Sharkey
Rachel Rick
Vincent Hessey
Kerrie Davidson
Claire Meadows
Rachel Stead
Carolyn Knott
Cath Nevin
Isla Jenkinson
Jo Gibson
Jane Woods

00:17:56
00:18:34
00:18:44
00:20:44
00:20:48
00:21:01
00:21:10
00:22:02
00:22:31
00:22:39
00:22:53
00:22:56
00:23:21
00:24:01
00:24:51
00:25:06
00:25:49
00:26:04
00:26:12
00:26:40
00:27:14
00:27:34
00:27:35
00:27:37
00:27:39
00:28:11
00:28:46
00:31:40
00:33:45
00:33:47

06-Aug-16 5k
Fell Foot parkrun, Newby Bridge
David Webb
00:22:49
06-Aug-16 5k
Widnes parkrun
Christopher Lee
Dave Pinnington

00:18:56
00:22:34

06-Aug-16 5k
Croxteth Hall parkrun
Cathy Grierson
00:21:23
Keith Peacock
00:25:01
Matt Helme
00:27:15
06-Aug-16 5k
Waterstown parkrun
Debi McMillan
00:34:54
06-Aug-16 5k
Birkenhead parkrun
Ian Crispin
00:18:24
Liz Simpson
00:29:06
06-Aug-16 5k
Crosby parkrun
Andrew Biddle

00:19:34

06-Aug-16 5k
Longford parkrun
Mal Balmer

00:21:21

06-Aug-16 5k
Halewood
Stephen Watkin
Marc Goudie

00:17:42
00:19:32

20

John Bampton
Marty Hirrell
Tony Peacock
Nigel Grant
Annmarie Williams
Nigel Foo
Michelle Kelly
Eunice Nopondo
Sue Towner
Jon Windle

00:20:47
00:21:19
00:22:07
00:23:07
00:23:57
00:24:00
00:26:28
00:26:47
00:30:10
00:31:56

07-Aug-16 10m
Brecon 10m
Glyn Hughes
Jan Hughes
09-Aug-16 5k
Mystery (4/5)
Martin Swensson
Stephen Watkin
John Dyer
Ross White
Paul Hughes
Graham Douglas
Dan Thomas
Andrew Starkey
Sam Evans
Stephen Mannings
Jonathan Toft
Colin Dobbs
Thomas Rimmer
Ste Robinson
Nigel Grant
David Jeffrey
Ste McNicholas
Paul Riley
Orla Carty
Ian Russell
Julien Tour
Joe McGrath
Mal Gordon
Marty Hirrell
Lee Warburton
Robert Eagles
Steve Pemberton
M Delaney
Amanda Treanor
Stephen Dipple
Tom Oakley
Cathy Grierson
Katie Johnson
Louise Warn
David Webb
Liz Turner
Tony Peacock
Eamonn Brady
Trevor Astell
James Roberts
Joe McGlynn
David McKenna
Richard Costain
Sarah Louise Jackson
Charlotte Rawcliffe
Anna Watkin
Mark Skelton
Colin O'Brien
Michael Edwards
C Sanderson-Rigby
Bailey Ewel
Rob Cooper
Karl Corrick
Annmarie Williams
Mal Taylor
Helen Osborne
Rachel Rick
James Stansfield
Adam McGlory

by Andy Keeley

01:17:02
01:18:01
01:34:11

Anthony Ogden
Rebecca Varnouse
Claire McCann
Michael Sharkey
Elinor Chapman
Michelle Kelly
Cath Nevin
Vincent Hessey
Rebecca Heyes
Joanne Edwards
Liz Simpson
Claire Butterworth
Debi McMillan

00:25:14
00:25:56
00:25:57
00:26:08
00:26:09
00:26:59
00:27:49
00:27:53
00:28:20
00:28:38
00:29:39
00:31:50
00:33:21

01:27:12
01:48:50

13-Aug-16 5k
Dublin RnR
James Roberts
Debi McMillan

00:22:34
00:39:34

13-Aug-16 5k
St Helens parkrun
Gregory Hocking

00:22:29

6-7-Aug-16
103m
North Downs Way 100
Lawrence Eccles
20:21:13
07-Aug-16 10m
Prudent Riverside
Mike Devereux
John Bampton
Eunice Nopondo

Stato’s report

00:15:49
00:16:59
00:17:23
00:17:29
00:17:43
00:17:51
00:17:52
00:17:55
00:18:16
00:18:31
00:19:03
00:19:05
00:19:05
00:19:08
00:19:14
00:19:17
00:19:24
00:19:29
00:19:29
00:20:10
00:20:15
00:20:33
00:20:40
00:20:42
00:20:47
00:20:49
00:21:02
00:21:03
00:21:04
00:21:08
00:21:14
00:21:16
00:21:22
00:21:22
00:21:33
00:21:36
00:21:52
00:21:56
00:22:05
00:22:11
00:22:17
00:22:20
00:22:28
00:22:34
00:22:37
00:22:38
00:22:58
00:23:02
00:23:16
00:23:24
00:23:29
00:23:41
00:23:46
00:23:49
00:23:54
00:24:10
00:24:24
00:24:43
00:25:07

13-Aug-16 5k
Warrington parkrun
John Bampton
00:20:42
13-Aug-16 5k
Princes parkrun
Dan Thomas
Marc Littlefield
Andrew Biddle
John Jensen
Lee Warburton
Tony Peacock
James Roberts
Tony Man
Craig Hawley
Njideka Agwuna
Rachel Rick
Matthew Tollitt
Mike Welsby
Marie Motley
Michael Sharkey
Claire Meadows
Cath Nevin
Elinor Chapman
Jim Garvey
Anne Oxbrough
Bill Sergeson
David Woodhall
Liz Simpson
Inma Ruiz
Jo Gibson
Isla Jenkinson
Jane Woods
Sarah Parsons
Paul Hughes

00:18:19
00:20:12
00:20:17
00:20:25
00:20:50
00:22:22
00:22:32
00:23:44
00:24:09
00:24:10
00:24:41
00:24:51
00:24:56
00:24:57
00:26:40
00:26:40
00:27:47
00:28:59
00:29:00
00:29:00
00:29:01
00:29:12
00:29:45
00:30:22
00:32:06
00:32:35
00:32:47
00:34:46
00:39:01

13-Aug-16 5k
Widnes parkrun
Ste McNicholas
Robert Garth

00:19:20
00:20:41

13-Aug-16 5k
Mile End parkrun
Carolyn Holt

00:25:26

13-Aug-16 5k
Walthamstow parkrun
Jane Nicholson
00:27:45
13-Aug-16 5k
Croxteth Hall parkrun
Andrew Starkey
00:17:51
Nigel Grant
00:19:45
Cathy Grierson
00:21:07
David Webb
00:21:44
Joe McGlynn
00:22:17
Mark Thomas
00:22:34
Sarah Louise Jackson 00:22:51
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Andrew Bates
C Sanderson-Rigby
Keith Peacock
Rachel Stead
Vincent Hessey
Matt Helme
Rebecca Heyes
Alan Gidman
Adam McGlory
Jon Windle
Debi McMillan
13-Aug-16 5k
Crosby parkrun
Marc Goudie
Sarah Richards
13-Aug-16 5k
Wepre parkrun
Cheryl Pace
14-Aug-16 Half
Dublin RnR
James Roberts
Marie Motley
Rachel Hall
Debi McMillan
14-Aug-16 Half
Isle of Man
Graham Douglas
Richard Costain
Annmarie Williams

00:22:56
00:23:23
00:24:26
00:27:13
00:27:18
00:27:19
00:27:24
00:28:51
00:32:38
00:32:38
00:32:55

00:22:04
00:25:51

00:28:08

01:48:35
01:54:16
02:08:10
02:54:47

20-Aug-16 5k
Reading parkrun
Paul Hughes
20-Aug-16 5k
Princes parkrun
Stephen Watkin
Ross White
John Bampton
Gavin Melia
Katie Johnson
Gregory Hocking
Trevor Astell
James Roberts
Tony Peacock
Joe McGlynn
Lee Warburton
Mike Devereux
Anna Watkin
Rob Cooper
Njideka Agwuna
Cheryl Pace
Robert Woodham
Oonagh Jaquest
Mike Welsby
Michael O'Rourke
Sarah Meyers
Samantha Bentall
Elinor Chapman
Cath Nevin
Eunice Nopondo
Anthony Woods
David Woodhall
Inma Ruiz
Rachel Stead
Claire Meadows
Joanne Edwards

Jo Sutherland
Jim Garvey
Jo Gibson
Isla Jenkinson
Sue Towner
Jane Woods

00:30:25
00:31:08
00:31:18
00:31:30
00:31:45
00:32:56

20-Aug-16 5k
Cairns parkrun
Michael McDonald

00:26:42

20-Aug-16 5k
Widnes parkrun
Marc Goudie
Robert Garth
David Webb

00:19:48
00:20:00
00:21:48

20-Aug-16 5k
Croxteth Hall parkrun
Jonathan Toft
00:19:02
Charlotte Sanderson-Rigby
Annmarie Williams
00:25:03
Keith Peacock
00:25:11
Neil Hennigan
00:25:39
Matt Helme
00:27:05
Diane Hennigan
01:01:36
20-Aug-16 5k
Birkenhead parkrun
Ian Crispin
00:18:33

01:24:00
01:46:00
01:57:00

14-Aug-16 9.3m
2 Hillforts Fell Race ORC
Lawrence Eccles
01:06:16
Ross White
01:19:43
Cristina Puccini
01:27:49
17-Aug-16 5k
Capenhurst
Martin Swensson
Stephen Watkin
Andrew Starkey
Colin Dobbs
Anna Watkin
John Kelly
Michelle Kelly

21

00:15:41
00:16:41
00:18:02
00:20:29
00:22:46
00:26:19
00:26:26

00:18:48

00:17:13
00:18:36
00:21:35
00:22:08
00:22:25
00:22:38
00:22:40
00:22:45
00:23:02
00:23:10
00:23:11
00:23:32
00:24:14
00:25:08
00:25:15
00:25:20
00:25:23
00:25:52
00:26:23
00:26:54
00:26:55
00:28:21
00:28:31
00:28:36
00:28:36
00:28:39
00:29:04
00:29:20
00:29:25
00:29:27
00:29:47

21-Aug-16 10k
Birchwood
Martin Swensson
Shaun McGrath
Ian Russell
Lee Clarke
Mark Skelton
Richard Costain
Mark Thomas
Mal Taylor
Michael Sharkey
David Hughes
Jim Garvey
Kevin Obrien
Phil Murray

00:33:24
00:43:21
00:43:33
00:45:41
00:48:12
00:49:42
00:49:44
00:53:27
00:54:46
00:55:01
01:01:53
01:07:28
01:08:45

24-Aug-16 119k
TDS
Cristina Puccini

32:16:04

25-Aug-16 5k
Mid Cheshire
Andrew Starkey
Colin Dobbs
Marc Goudie
Ste McNicholas
David Webb
Sarah Richards
Matt Helme
Mark Skelton
Bill Sergeson
Debi McMillan

00:18:04
00:18:30
00:18:52
00:18:53
00:21:03
00:22:11
00:22:12
00:22:16
00:22:51
00:31:53

27-Aug-16 5k
St Peters parkrun
Michael McDonald

00:27:06

27-Aug-16 5k
Poole parkrun
Michael Weston

00:26:26

27-Aug-16 5k
Gateshead parkrun
Nigel Foo

00:21:21

27-Aug-16 5k
Princes parkrun
Stephen Watkin
Andy Keeley
Marc Littlefield
Graham Douglas
John Bampton
Marty Hirrell
Sharon Samson
David Webb
Gregory Hocking

00:17:02
00:19:08
00:20:04
00:20:27
00:20:31
00:21:09
00:21:27
00:21:47
00:22:09

00:23:32

Trevor Astell
Mike Devereux
Joe McGlynn
Tony Peacock
James Roberts
Steve Maguire
Njideka Agwuna
Marie Motley
Cheryl Pace
Graham Hussey
Samantha Bentall
Helen McBride-Clavis
Eunice Nopondo
Owen Mayne
Mary Heery
Michael Sharkey
Sarah Meyers
Cath Nevin
Paula Worrall
Keith Boyle
Joanne Edwards
Sue Towner
Elinor Chapman
Vicki Christian
Kevin Obrien
Jane Woods
Colin Moneypenny
Jo Gibson
Anthony Woods

00:22:12
00:22:15
00:22:15
00:22:19
00:22:29
00:23:23
00:24:48
00:25:09
00:25:31
00:26:34
00:26:41
00:27:06
00:27:10
00:27:11
00:27:19
00:27:21
00:27:27
00:28:06
00:28:27
00:29:18
00:30:04
00:30:58
00:31:03
00:31:33
00:32:05
00:32:13
00:32:28
00:34:00
00:35:03

27-Aug-16 5k
Delamere parkrun
Steve Pemberton

00:23:20

27-Aug-16 5k
Bogner Regis parkrun
Tony Green
00:22:52
27-Aug-16 5k
Folkstone parkrun
Lee Warburton

00:20:56

27-Aug-16 5k
Keswick parkrun
Jo Sutherland

00:31:15

27-Aug-16 5k
Widnes parkrun
Ste McNicholas
Annmarie Williams
Christopher Lee

00:19:28
00:23:32
00:33:03

27-Aug-16 5k
Croxteth Hall parkrun
Robert Garth
00:19:37
Andrew Biddle
00:20:18
Cathy Grierson
00:21:06
Andy Hodson
00:22:31
Mark Thomas
00:23:56
Keith Peacock
00:25:32
Lesley Finnih
00:26:47
Matt Helme
00:27:08
Diane Hennigan
00:27:43
Alan Gidman
00:28:47
27-Aug-16 5k
Dolgellau parkrun
Michelle Kelly
John Kelly

00:27:27
00:27:28

27-Aug-16 5k
Erddig parkrun
Jane Nicholson

00:27:45

29-Aug-16 7.4m
Cilcain Mountain Race ORC
Lawrence Eccles
00:36:03
Steve McNicholas
00:43:31
Simone Capponi
00:43:47
Lee Warburton
00:46:24
Tony Man
00:49:13
Cristina Puccini
00:49:38
Sarah Jackson
00:55:29
Frank Martin
00:59:24
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September 2016
03-Sep-16 5k
Bromley parkrun
Jonathan Hazell

00:17:52

03-Sep-16 5k
Southampton parkrun
Nathan Walker
00:24:26
03-Sep-16 5k
Hampstead Heath parkrun
Colin Moneypenny
00:36:15
03-Sep-16 5k
Princes parkrun
Paul Hughes
Gavin Melia
John Jensen
Njideka Agwuna
Marie Motley
Carolyn Holt
John Guy
David Woodhall
Mary Heery
Elinor Chapman
Anthony Woods
Paula Worrall
Vincent Hessey
Inma Ruiz
Jo Sutherland
Jane Woods
Sarah Parsons
Cath Nevin
03-Sep-16 5k
Armagh parkrun
Jerome Doyle

00:20:34
00:21:09
00:21:15
00:25:00
00:25:01
00:25:16
00:25:43
00:26:44
00:26:53
00:27:27
00:27:29
00:27:45
00:28:46
00:29:48
00:30:25
00:31:33
00:36:40
00:38:13

00:20:33

03-Sep-16 5k
Ellesmere Port parkrun
Neil Bullock
00:19:25
03-Sep-16 5k
Widnes parkrun
Phil Riding
Richard Costain
Tony Green
03-Sep-16 5k
Evesham parkrun
Judith Dyer

00:18:46
00:21:46
00:22:49

00:27:07

03-Sep-16 5k
Croxteth Hall parkrun
Andy Hodson
00:21:56
Mark Skelton
00:22:52
Lesley Finnih
00:25:42
Matt Helme
00:26:25
Diane Hennigan
00:26:59
Laura Atkinson
00:27:51
Alan Gidman
00:29:06
Anne Oxbrough
00:29:54
03-Sep-16 5k
Wepre parkrun
Cheryl Pace
03-Sep-16 5k
Halewood
Martin Swensson
Stephen Watkin
Graham Douglas
Lawrence Eccles
Thomas Rimmer
Lee Warburton
David Webb
Marty Hirrell
Nigel Foo
Graham Beardsmore
Pam Thurtle
Katie Johnson
Richard Costain
Charlotte Rawcliffe
Louise Warn
James Roberts

00:28:56

00:16:04
00:16:53
00:17:30
00:17:35
00:19:23
00:20:41
00:20:51
00:20:57
00:20:59
00:21:05
00:21:22
00:21:36
00:21:56
00:22:04
00:22:04
00:22:24

22

Joe McGlynn
Mark Thomas
Annmarie Williams
Nigel Grant
Anna Watkin
Kerry Quinton
Rachel Rick
Jane Nicholson
Jim Garvey
Pauline Fielding

00:22:33
00:22:42
00:23:10
00:23:15
00:24:29
00:24:52
00:24:56
00:25:05
00:29:31
00:32:39

04-Sep-16 10k
Salford
John Bampton
Mike Devereux
Eunice Nopondo

00:41:45
00:44:45
00:56:19

04-Sep-16 10k
Wigan
Paul Hughes
Tony Peacock
Mal Taylor
Inma Ruiz
Rachel Hall
Jo Sutherland
Jo Gibson
Debi McMillan

00:37:46
00:45:29
00:53:17
01:00:45
01:05:15
01:06:11
01:06:17
01:14:07

04-Sep-16 30.4m
Clwydian 30
1st Lawrence Eccles

04:38:04

06-Sep-16
Wirral MT - Royden Park (ORC)
Men
Stephen Watkin
Rob Garth
Simone Capponi
John Jensen
Andrew Biddle
Nigel Foo
Marty Hirrell
Tom Oakley
Steve Pemberton
Shane Knott
Andrew Bates
Mike Devereux
Michael Sutton
James Stansfield
Women
Charlotte Rawcliffe
Bailey Ewel
Cheryl Pace
Lucie Michaelson
Rebecca Heyes
Eunice Nopondo

00:28:35
00:33:39
00:34:31
00:35:33
00:36:11
00:37:14
00:37:30
00:37:42
00:38:32
00:39:41
00:39:51
00:40:23
00:42:58
00:49:16

00:39:31
00:41:57
00:42:37
00:46:05
00:49:19
00:49:34

06-Sep-16 3000m
Southport & Waterloo Open Track Meeting
Jay Clark
00:10:39
06-Sep-16 800m
Southport & waterloo Open track Meeting
Jay Clark
00:02:25.9
08-Sep-16 5k
Mystery (5/5)
Martin Swensson
Stephen Watkin
Phil Riding
Robert Garth
Andy Keeley
Marc Littlefield
John Jensen
Ian Russell
Julien Tour
Mal Gordon
Joe McGrath
Kate MacFarlane
Steve Pemberton
Marty Hirrell
David Webb
Eamonn Brady
Michelle King
Trevor Astell

00:15:42
00:16:40
00:18:38
00:18:46
00:18:57
00:19:18
00:19:49
00:19:51
00:19:58
00:20:02
00:20:13
00:20:25
00:20:26
00:20:30
00:20:32
00:20:50
00:21:15
00:21:22

Richard Costain
Shaun McGrath
Mike Devereux
Tony Peacock
James Roberts
Kathryn Sharkey
Mark Skelton
Joe McGlynn
Colin O'Brien
Michael Edwards
Oliver Laxton
Rob Cooper
Cheryl Pace
David Hughes
Annmarie Williams
Marie Motley
Njideka Agwuna
Michael Sutton
Michael O'Rourke
Kerry Quinton
Adam McGlory
Paul Doyle
John Guy
Carolyn Knott
Chris Jones
Judith Dyer
Claire McCann
Rebecca Varnouse
Elinor Chapman
Vincent Hessey
Cath Nevin
Claudia Livi De Vito
Christopher Lee
Claire Butterworth
Christine Grant
Joanne Edwards
Liz Simpson
Inma Ruiz
Jim Garvey

00:21:30
00:21:37
00:21:50
00:21:50
00:21:57
00:22:07
00:22:20
00:22:31
00:23:02
00:23:06
00:23:07
00:23:26
00:23:29
00:23:45
00:23:49
00:24:01
00:24:02
00:24:06
00:24:11
00:24:23
00:24:43
00:24:50
00:25:01
00:25:19
00:25:31
00:25:41
00:26:00
00:26:07
00:26:17
00:27:03
00:27:08
00:27:22
00:27:25
00:27:25
00:28:05
00:28:08
00:28:42
00:28:55
00:29:52

10-Sep-16 5k
Southampton parkrun
Nathan Walker
00:23:18
10-Sep-16 5k
Gateshead parkrun
Liz Turner

00:21:59

10-Sep-16 5k
Princes parkrun
John Bampton
Trevor Astell
Andy Hodson
Njideka Agwuna
David Webb
Kerrie Davidson
Mary Heery
Bill Sergeson
Hayley Downey
Cath Nevin
Eunice Nopondo
Vincent Hessey
Elinor Chapman
Joe McGlynn
Jo Sutherland
Colin Moneypenny
Jo Gibson
Kevin Obrien
Samantha Bentall

00:21:57
00:22:01
00:22:07
00:24:20
00:25:20
00:26:23
00:26:25
00:26:34
00:27:08
00:28:01
00:28:17
00:29:54
00:29:57
00:29:58
00:31:14
00:31:28
00:32:08
00:34:29
00:37:45

10-Sep-16 5k
Hagley parkrun NZ
Neil Kelly

00:19:36

10-Sep-16 5k
Croxteth Hall parkrun
Jonathan Toft
00:19:23
Mark Thomas
00:22:28
Keith Boyle
00:25:30
Carolyn Knott
00:25:44
Diane Hennigan
00:27:15
Jane Woods
00:34:45
Anthony Woods
00:35:37
10-Sep-16 5k
Birkenhead parkrun
Richard Costain
00:21:58
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10-Sep-16 5k
Crosby parkrun
Neil Bullock
Andrew Biddle

00:18:28
00:19:47

10-Sep-16 6.9k
North West Road Relays - SW Merseyside
Women
8 Penny Lane Striders 'A' 01:34:41
Katie Johnson (10)
00:31:05
Charlotte Rawcliffe (8) 00:31:39
Louise Warn (8)
00:31:57
11 Penny Lane Striders 'B' 1:40:12
Pamela Thurtle (8)
00:30:04
Helen Osborne (11) 00:35:31
Anna Watkin (11)
00:34:37
Incomplete Teams:
Penny Lane Striders 'C'
Cheryl Pace (12)
00:34:27
Kerry Quinton (12)
00:38:05
Men
4 Penny Lane Striders 'A' 1:38:01
Martin Swensson (2) 00:22:43
Lawrence Eccles (4) 00:25:04
Alex Cowin (6)
00:25:55
Stephen Watkin (4) 00:24:19
13 Penny Lane Striders 'B' 1:48:52
Colin Dobbs (13)
00:26:47
Ian Crispin (15)
00:26:58
Rob Garth (14)
00:27:36
Christopher Lee (13) 00:27:31
17 Penny Lane Striders 'C' 1:56:33
Nigel Grant (19)
00:30:03
John Jensen (18)
00:29:18
Ian Russell (19)
00:29:15
Andrew Keeley (17) 00:27:57
18 Penny Lane Striders 'D' 1:59:24
Simone Capponi (18) 00:28:49
James Malone (17) 00:30:31
Phil Macklin (18)
00:29:07
Steven Maguire (18) 00:30:57
19 Penny Lane Striders 'E' 2:05:55
Nigel Foo (20)
00:30:52
Gavin Melia (20)
00:30:18
Richard Stafford (20) 00:33:32
Barry Bright (19)
00:31:13
11-Sep-16 10k
Wirral
Lee Warburton
Rebecca Johnstone
Emer Burton
Jane Woods

00:43:34
00:51:57
01:03:20
01:04:30

11-Sep-16 Half
Wirral
Paul Hughes
Jay Clarke
Ste McNicholas
Adrian Loughrey
Nigel Foo
Matt Helme
Nichola D'Cruze
Trevor Astell
Charlotte Rawcliffe
Stuart Harrison
James Roberts
Sarah Richards
David Webb
Paul McGregor
Rachel Rick
Stephen Dipple
Andy Simpson
Tony Green
Karl Corrick
Tim Corbidge

01:21:08
01:26:15
01:28:00
01:34:07
01:34:22
01:34:39
01:42:05
01:43:05
01:43:15
01:45:05
01:45:57
01:46:32
01:47:24
01:47:49
01:49:09
01:49:13
01:55:03
01:55:10
01:55:16
01:55:36

23

Adam McGlory
Terence Long
Georgia Briscoe
Kathryn Sharkey
Mal Taylor
Steve Roden
Rachel Hall
Lesley Finnih
Annmarie Williams
Jo Bruchez-Corbett
Inma Ruiz
Laura Jones
Robert Farley
Eamonn Brady
Jane Nicholson
Claire O'Callaghan
Joanne Edwards
Marty Hirrell
Jan Hughes
John Dillon
Debi McMillan

01:56:55
01:58:58
02:02:20
02:02:20
02:06:39
02:06:56
02:08:31
02:08:42
02:09:03
02:10:53
02:11:16
02:11:17
02:14:09
02:14:35
02:14:35
02:15:23
02:18:08
02:19:19
02:21:42
02:31:26
02:51:40

11-Sep-16 Half
Great North Run
Richard Costain
Sarah Meyers
James Hart
Carolyn Holt
Sally Richardson
Jon Windle
Jill Gudgeon
Laurie-Jo Lang
Kathryn Gidman

01:50:37
01:59:39
01:59:46
02:03:06
02:09:53
02:12:26
02:20:20
02:25:03
02:30:15

11-Sep-16 Half
Lake Vyrnwy
Andrew Starkey
Colin Dobbs
Marc Goudie
Cathy Grierson
Lee Clarke
Rachel Stead
Claire Meadows
James Stansfield

01:25:24
01:26:54
01:29:30
01:41:19
01:50:15
02:10:18
02:13:42
02:29:31

Brockwell parkrun, Herne Hill
Jo Gibson
00:31:55
17-Sep-16 5k
Princes parkrun
Martin Swensson
Stephen Watkin
Dan Thomas
Luke Harrison
Lee Warburton
John Jensen
Kate MacFarlane
Steve Maguire
David Webb
Mike Devereux
Joe McGlynn
Trevor Astell
Katy Barry
Joanne Harrison
Richard Stafford
George Winter
Michael McDonald
Robert Farley
Kerrie Davidson
Judith Dyer
Mary Heery
Craig Hawley
Jane Nicholson
Helen McBride-Clavis
Vincent Hessey
Hayley Downey
Gavin Melia
Nigel Foo
Sarah Meyers
Jim Garvey
Colin Moneypenny
Bill Sergeson
Anne Oxbrough
Sue Towner
Isla Jenkinson
Rachel Stead
Njideka Agwuna

00:16:22
00:16:50
00:18:31
00:19:52
00:20:06
00:20:11
00:20:28
00:21:10
00:22:19
00:22:39
00:22:42
00:22:44
00:23:32
00:23:39
00:24:02
00:24:33
00:24:47
00:24:48
00:25:20
00:26:17
00:26:19
00:26:32
00:26:46
00:27:42
00:28:05
00:28:16
00:28:48
00:28:54
00:28:54
00:29:44
00:30:06
00:30:58
00:30:58
00:31:39
00:31:56
00:39:52
00:46:28

17-Sep-16 5k
Ormskirk parkrun
Jay Clarke

00:22:20

01:43:18
02:10:44
02:11:31
02:24:14

17-Sep-16 5k
Widnes parkrun
Neil Bullock
Marc Goudie

00:18:37
00:19:38

11-Sep-16 34.9k
Lake District Mountain Trial
2nd Lawrence Eccles 05:21:12

17-Sep-16 5k
Graves parkrun
Elinor Chapman

00:29:58

13-Sep-16 4.9m
Wirrall MT – Wirral Country Park

17-Sep-16 5k
Croxteth Hall parkrun
Robert Garth
00:19:34
James Roberts
00:23:44
Mark Thomas
00:24:13
Keith Peacock
00:24:49
Steve Roden
00:26:01
Matt Helme
00:27:08
Tom Oakley
00:28:12
Keith Boyle
00:28:29
Laura Atkinson
00:28:46
Jane Woods
00:34:20
Debi McMillan
00:37:06

11-Sep-16 Half
Delamere Forest
Richard Thorpe
Marie Motley
Justin Baddeley
Dave Mangan

Men
Lee Warburton
Simone Capponi
John Jensen
Julien Tour
Tom Oakley
Mike Devereux
Andrew Bates
Michael Sutton
Jon Windle

00:34:41
00:34:58
00:35:37
00:35:47
00:37:50
00:38:13
00:39:28
00:41:10
00:44:17

Women
Charlotte Rawcliffe
Sarah Jackson
Bailey Ewel
Cheryl Pace
Lucie Michaelson
Eunice Nopondo

00:39:50
00:40:32
00:42:06
00:42:40
00:44:34
00:49:12

17-Sep-16 5k
Southport parkrun
Scott Montgomery
17-Sep-16 5k
Poole parkrun
Michael Weston
17-Sep-16 5k

17-Sep-16 5k
Crosby parkrun
Andrew Biddle

00:20:08

17-Sep-16 5k
Birkenhead parkrun
Liz Simpson
00:29:15

00:23:24

17-Sep-16 24m
Open to Offas 24 Mile Challenge
1st Lawrence Eccles 03:37:00

00:25:44

18-Sep-16 5m
Tamworth
Tony Peacock
18-Sep-16 10k

00:37:04
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EHM
Pam Thurtle
Jefferson Gard
Kerrie Davidson
David Hughes
Lesley Finnih
Claire Meadows
Rebecca Heyes
Inma Ruiz
Sioux McGee
Sarah Parsons
Christopher Lee
Debi McMillan

00:42:39
00:48:00
00:48:00
00:49:28
00:52:38
00:57:20
00:58:09
01:01:53
01:04:11
01:04:11
01:10:13
01:15:45

18-Sep-16 Half
English
Andy Keeley
Liz Turner
Katie Johnson
Mark Skelton
Andrew Bates
Mark Finch
Diane Hennigan
Colin O'Brien
Steve Roden
Terence Long
Colin Tucker
Rachel Stead
John Dillon
Jo Sutherland
Rachael Tarbuck

01:26:48
01:35:06
01:38:47
01:48:01
01:49:04
01:50:49
01:53:34
01:54:40
02:01:36
02:04:05
02:08:42
02:10:34
02:13:24
02:23:30
02:33:00

20-Sep-16 4.4m
Wirral MT - Harriosn Drive (ORC)
Men
Andrew Keeley
Simone Capponi
John Jensen
Julien Tour
Steve Pemberton
Tom Oakley
Marty Hirrell
Andrew Bates
Joe Mcglynn
Michael Sutton
Women
Sarah Jackson
Ewel Bailey

00:28:19
00:28:49
00:29:02
00:29:16
00:30:15
00:30:16
00:31:25
00:32:26
00:33:04
00:31:56

00:33:19
00:35:20

24

Owen Mayne
Vincent Hessey
Anthony Ogden
Claire Meadows
Helen Osborne
Rachel Stead
Andy Cantwell
Inma Ruiz
Cath Nevin
Colin Moneypenny
Jo Sutherland
Jim Garvey
Sue Towner
Joanne Edwards
Isla Jenkinson
Jo Gibson
Steve Roden
Pauline Fielding
Debi McMillan

24-Sep-16 5k
Croxteth Hall parkrun
Cathy Grierson
00:21:47
Mark Thomas
00:22:52
Tony Green
00:23:04
Diane Hennigan
00:23:24
Keith Boyle
00:26:35
Sarah Louise Jackson 00:28:19
Jane Nicholson
00:28:19
Bill Sergeson
00:29:16
Anne Oxbrough
00:29:17
Alan Gidman
00:32:15
Anthony Woods
00:36:05
24-Sep-16 5k
Crosby parkrun
Charlotte Rawcliffe

00:22:05

25-Sep-16 6.4k
Northern Athletics Road Relay
Championships, Sport City, Manchester
Senior women

Sarah Jackson (67)
Claire Meadows (22)
Pamela Thurtle (25)
Sarah Richards (30)
Senior Men

23-24-Sep-16
100m
The Mercian Challenge
3rd Cristina Puccini
37:43:35

Martin Swensson (27)
Jay Clarke (50)
Phil Riding (65)
Paul Hughes (57)
Ian Crispin (59)
Alex Cowin (61)

00:22:40
00:15:37
00:21:35
00:22:01

60 Penny Lane Striders 'A' 1:58:36
00:17:31
00:20:12
00:20:44
00:19:37
00:20:28
00:20:04

89 Penny Lane Striders 'B' 2:13:19
24-Sep-16 5k
Highbury Fields parkrun
Mary Heery
00:26:18
24-Sep-16 5k
Princes parkrun
Christopher Lee
Paul Hughes
Robert Garth
David Webb
Richard Costain
Jerome Doyle
Trevor Astell
Joe McGlynn
Richard Stafford
Michael O'Rourke
Andy Keeley
Andrew Biddle
James Roberts
Michael McDonald
Njideka Agwuna
Craig Hawley
Kerrie Davidson
Mike Welsby

00:19:23
00:19:38
00:19:50
00:20:55
00:22:09
00:22:13
00:22:38
00:22:51
00:23:22
00:23:24
00:23:33
00:23:35
00:23:42
00:24:19
00:24:36
00:25:26
00:25:38
00:25:41

Jefferson Gard
Joanne Harrison
Andy Simpson
Annmarie Williams
Mal Taylor
Rebecca Heyes
Jane Mulcane

00:47:19
00:47:36
00:48:22
00:48:32
00:51:23
00:58:12
01:02:45

25-Sep-16 10k
Hoylake
Joe McGrath
Shaun McGrath
Steve Pemberton
Cath Nevin
Jim Garvey
Phil Murray
Harry Rainford

00:42:51
00:45:10
00:47:19
00:59:39
01:01:10
01:06:22
01:15:08

25-Sep-16 10m
Swinton
Andy Keeley
Tony Man

01:05:29
01:14:30

25-Sep-16 Half
Disneyland Paris
Stephen Watkin
Anna Watkin
Jo Bruchez-Corbett

01:17:52
02:45:41
02:45:43

25-Sep-16 Mara
Berlin
Graham Douglas
Rachel Rick
Claire O'Callaghan
Clare Stanistreet

02:52:52
04:12:09
04:20:42
05:16:24

25-Sep-16 4.5m
Wirral MT - Race 4 Arrowe Park
Women
Bailey Ewel
Rebecca Heyes
Eunice Nopondo
Sioux Mcgee

00:36:02
00:41:41
00:43:09
00:45:19

Men
Andrew Keeley
Simone Capponi
John Jensen
Julien Tour
Steve Pemberton
Andrew Bates
183 Michael Sutton

00:29:37
00:30:09
00:31:32
00:31:48
00:31:51
00:34:21
00:36:28

Penny Lane Striders 'A' 01:21:53

23-26-Sep-16
185m
King Offa's Dyke Race
3rd Lawrence Eccles 58:52:32

24-Sep-16 5k
Southampton parkrun
Nathan Walker
00:23:02

00:26:25
00:27:49
00:28:40
00:28:41
00:28:42
00:28:42
00:28:43
00:28:43
00:29:10
00:29:34
00:30:05
00:30:44
00:31:09
00:31:29
00:31:31
00:32:01
00:33:17
00:33:21
00:41:29

Simone Capponi (101) 00:22:17
Andrew Biddle (103) 00:21:57
Marc Goudie (99)
00:22:22
Phil Macklin (99)
00:21:58
Lee Warburton (96) 00:22:29
Marc Littlefield (93)
00:22:16
Penny Lane Striders 'C' 2:24:55
Michael Devereux (114) 00:24:55
Greg Hocking (81)
00:15:36
Malachy Gordon (90) 00:22:39
Andy Hodson (97)
00:24:32
Adam Mcglory (102) 00:28:26
James Stansfield (103) 00:28:47
25-Sep-16 10k
Natterjacks - Southport
Andrew Starkey
00:38:16
Luke Harrison
00:39:58
Tony Peacock
00:45:23
Trevor Astell
00:46:07
Richard Costain
00:46:33
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Stato’s Report
Once again a huge number of races have been run by the Penny Lane gang in the last 2 months. Listed below are the top male 20 runners ranked by
number of events and distance run in the last 6 months. Parkrunners feature highly in the number of events table as they often run almost every
weekend supplementing the other races run. The most prolific is Ste Watkin, who even does multiple events in the same day, as illustrated in his recent
parkrun-bike-Halewood 5k first. The top 5 features many parkrun regulars, Richard Costain, Nigel Foo, Joe McGlynn and David Webb.
On the distance run there is a clear leader with Lawrence Eccles having raced a staggering 750 miles in the last 6 months. This includes his recent
Offa’s Dyke 185 mile run followed the next weekend by back to back races in the ORC series. The top 5 is then completed by Richard Costain, Nigel
Foo, Ste Watkin and James Roberts.
Ranking

Events

Name

Distance

Name

1

43

Stephen Watkin

750

Lawrence Eccles

2

38

Richard Costain

249

Richard Costain

3

37

Nigel Foo

222

Nigel Foo

4

35

Joe McGlynn

219

Stephen Watkin

5

33

David Webb

191

James Roberts

6

32

Lawrence Eccles

190

Matt Helme

7

31

James Roberts

167

Andrew Starkey

8

31

Robert Garth

167

Marc Goudie

9

30

Matt Helme

159

Joe McGlynn

10

28

Jim Garvey

152

David Webb

11

27

Mark Thomas

145

Stuart Harrison

12

27

Vincent Hessey

142

Robert Garth

13

27

Andrew Biddle

140

Christopher Lee

14

25

Marc Goudie

140

Simone Capponi

15

24

Anthony Woods

137

Steve Roden

16

24

Ste McNicholas

136

Bill Sergeson

17

24

Andy Keeley

134

Stephen Gorman

18

23

Mike Devereux

129

Ste McNicholas

19

22

Steve Roden

123

Paul Riley

20

21

Martin Swensson

123

Andy Keeley

For the women Debi McMillan and Jane Nicholson are tied on 34 events each followed by Anna Watkin (the other half of the Watkin’s running duo), Jo
Sutherland & Eunice Nopondo all having completed 29 events.
Based on distance again our long distance experts come to the top with Cristina Puccini topping the list with 405 miles raced. This includes two 100
mile races. Then we have our marathon runners, Jane Nicholson, Rachel Rick & Eunice Nopondo. Debi McMillan then comes in at 5 th having completed
4 half marathons.
Ranking

Events

Name

Distance

Name

1

34

Jane Nicholson

405

Cristina Puccini

2

34

Debi McMillan

242

Jane Nicholson

3

29

Anna Watkin

231

Rachel Rick

4

29

Jo Sutherland

203

Eunice Nopondo

5

29

Eunice Nopondo

193

Debi McMillan

6

28

Rachel Rick

175

Jo Sutherland

7

26

Cath Nevin

166

Anna Watkin

8

26

Njideka Agwuna

158

Annmarie Williams

9

25

Jo Gibson

145

Claire O'Callaghan

10

25

Elinor Chapman

131

Louise Warn

11

23

Annmarie Williams

125

Anne Oxbrough

12

23

Rachel Stead

123

Sarah Richards

13

21

Claire Meadows

119

Rachel Stead

14

20

Sue Towner

116

Marie Motley

15

20

Mary Heery

113

Katie Johnson

16

18

Louise Warn

109

Claire Meadows

17

18

Cheryl Pace

106

Jo Bruchez-Corbett

18

18

Sarah Meyers

98

Kathryn Sharkey

19

17

Jane Woods

96

Jo Gibson

20

17

Liz Turner

93

Carolyn Holt
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Club Records
No other courses have been found to be short following the issues with the Manchester Marathon and Trafford 10k, which is a relief. As normal listed
below are changes to the top 5 at each distance and age group. Lots of jostling for position lower down the tables and this can be seen on the website
via the results tab.
Ste Watkin became the 5th fastest Penny Lane Strider over 5k (MOpen category) at the Mystery in September. He also set a New 5000m Club Record
at the Wirral Endurance event in August.
Joe McGrath set a new 5th fastest M55 5k time at the Mystery also in September.
Mike Devereux and Tony Peacock set a new 3rd and 4th fastest 5k times at the Mystery with identical times in the M65 age group. Mike finished just
ahead of Tony.
Tony Peacock also set a new 2nd fastest M65 time over 5m at Tamworth and a 3rd fastest 10k time at Southport.
Mike Devereux improved his 2nd fastest 10k time for M65 at Salford and again improved his 2nd fastest 10m time at the Prudent Riverside event.
Kevin O’Brien improved his 3rd fastest 10k time at Birchwood in August in the M75 age group.

Orla Carty set a new 3rd fastest 5k time at the Mystery in August in the FOpen age group.
Liz Turner set a new 3rd fastest half marathon time in the F35 age group at the English Half Marathon in Warrington.
Pam Thurtle set a new 3rd fastest 10k time for the F40 age group at the EHM in Warrington.
Rachel Rick set a new 2nd fastest half marathon time at Wirral event in the F55 age group.
Cath Nevin set another New F60 5k Record at the Mystery in September. She also set a new 3rd fastest 10k time at Hoylake.
Rachel Rick set a new 2nd fastest 5m time for F55 at Hale
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